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Tonight and Friday
Fair; Somewhat
Warmer.

TO STOP FLOODS.
St. Louis, April 10. The Nationa.
Drainage congress, which began a
three days' session here today, has for
its chief work the preparation of a
bill to lie introduced into the na-

SENATE WILL NO!
HOLD PUBLIC

TO TARIFF

NOT TO LISTEN
ARGUMENTS.

THE

THE WORK

DID

HOUSE

I'ADOO BELIEVES
IN GREATEST

IS

HELD BY WAY AND
CONMEANS COMMITTEE

HEARINGS

NEWS

STRIKE EXPECTED.
10.
Anril
Brussels.
Belgium.
SUFFICIENT.
SIDERED
of
the
most
occupied
Troops today
great .industrial centers of Belgium
ADVOCATES EOUALTRE ATMENT in preparation for the general strike
ordered for Monday, when 300,000 or
400,000 men will quit work.
INGEORGIA SENATOR. SAYS ALL
The strike is an attack on the presDUSTRIES SHOULD BE
ent system of plural voting in BelTREATED ALIKE.
gium, whereby citizens have one,
two or three votes, according to their
station in life. The strikers demand
senate
10.
The
Washington, April
all male citizens shall have one,
that
finance committee has determined
one, vote.
and
only
tariff.
on
the
not to have hearings
inof
lines
in
many
Manufacturers
VV. L.
DOUGLAS MARRIED.
dustry have appealed to Chairman
Mass., April lu. Former
Brockton,
of
the'
members
Simmons and other
and
L. Douglas
William
Governor
committee for an opportunity to preModdie
of
K.
Alice
Portland,
Mrs.
prorates
sent arguments against the
Me., were married at the home of
posed in the Underwood bill.
Harry B.
members the bridegroom's
BIG

The senate committee
take the position, however, that the
hearings conducted by the house
Januways and means committee in
to
thorough
ary were sufficiently
cover practically all the points the
senate needs to consider in connection with the tariff revision. The
senate was not in session today ana
members continued the study of the
tariff bill in private.
House democrats met to resume
bill in
copslderation of the tariff
caucus when tie house adjourned.
The chemical schedule having been
the
approved exactly as written by
the
means
committee,
ways and
earthen and glassware schedule was
next.
After a conference with President
Wilson today Representative Hardwick
of Georgia declared he would submit
to the house caucus an amendment to
the tariff bill to put sugar on the
free list in March, in 1916, instead of
three years from the date of the passage of the bill, as now proposed.
Mr. Hardwick predicted a fight for
free sugar in the house and told the
be
president he believed it would
growers
to
sugar
give
discriminatory
three years time to adjust themselves
while other products were immediately to become free.
Democratic members of the finance
committee held another meeting today to further consider their program. The wish of President Wilson
for early action on the Underwood
bill and a few changes in its rates
were discussed.

PROPERTY
MAY

ACT AS RECEIVER FOR IM
U. P.-P. RAILWAY

MENSE

'

MERGER

FARMERS NEED MONEY.
IF COURT DISAPPROVES PLAN
Chicago, April 10. "Adequate finance for farming Is the basic need
SCHEME BE
SHOULD LOVETT'S
today"-- declared Herbert Myrick of
DEVELOPMENTS
REJECTED
Mass
a paper today
Springfield,
before the First National Conference
WILL COME
on Marketing and Farm Credits. He
.

THE NEWSPAPERS.

said:
applied to TIME LIMIT GROWING SHORT
"Organized
agriculture will enable farmers to il- reform marketing
SURGEON GENERAL WILL NOT BE nance themselves,
THE SUPREME COURT FIXED CERand promote their generol welfare."
ALLOWED TO TALK ABOUT
TAIN PERIOD IN WHICH TO
Financiers, educators and editors
FRIEDMANN.
DISSOLVE
were among the speakers at the clos
ing session today.
10. Secretary
Washington, April
Washington, April 10. There is
McADoo's "gag order ' has extended
COMPANY FILES ANSWER.
probability of the government taking
from the assistant secretary of the
'he Corn, charge of the properties of the Union
Xew York, April 10.
Pacif'o
merger
treasury, to whom n originally ap- Products Refining company today
plied, to every bureau and division filed its answer to the government's through a receivership if the United
chief of that extensive department. dissolution suit. The answer admits States court of St. Louis ooes not
othing whatever concerning the that the company is engaged in in- approve the new plan of dissolution,
government business there may be- terstate commerce, but denies that rejected by Attorney General MeRey-noldcome known until tne secretary's of- the anti-trulaws were violated or
fice has passed on the desirability of that there was any intention to vioIt developed today that there is serious doubt among officials of the delate them.
Russell, today. Only immediate rel- its publication.
atives of the two were present.
Surgeon General Blue, of the puD-li- e
partment of justice as to the power of
health service, s forbidden to give
the St. Louis court to extend the time
out any news whatever of the prolimit given by the supreme court
and
of
test
the
gress
within
which to accomplish the disinIN
CONGRESS.
government's
TODAY
CONTINUES
POPE
investigation of Dr. F.- F. Friedmanu's
tegration under the Sherman law.
tuberculosis vaccine or to warn the
The railroad has until May 10 to
of
disease
of
JO.
Not
public
Senate:
directly
danger
a plan of dissolution acceptGROW
BETTER
present
Apiil
TO
Washington
or epidemics.
The life saving Bar. in session; meets at noon Saturday. able to the court. Filing to comply
vice is forbidden to make known
Finance committee democrats met with this condition the supreme court
news of a vessel in distress or of and considered new tariff bill.
FOR
FEARS
provided for settlement of the quesGRAVE
HOWEVER,
measures taken for the relief of an
House: Representative Stephens, tion by government receivership.
HIS ULTIMATE RECOVERY
endangered crew. The revenue cut- California introduced a bill directing
Mr. McReynolds today was advised
ARE ENTERTAINED.
ter service Is forbidden to send pub- the Panama Railroad company to
the railroad hopes to submit Its
in
of
lic
derelicts
the
in
paths
warnings
line
to
a
Pfeiffie.
the court on April Zi.i.neat-connectio- steamship
tablish
ip'.an
Rome, April 10 At noon Jtoday the
or give the news of
of
Hue.
will oppose its approval
navigation
Atlantic
with
its
betwas
much
tcruey
general
condition of the pope
one of its ships to a dissending
Mann introduced a (.hough he may not go to St. Louis
and
nis
heart
of
Representative
weakness
the
but
ter,
bill for a tariff board of five memwere still tressed vessel.
his intermittent
pulse
bers.
causing anxiety.
TO CEASE SHIPBUILDING
Representative llobson introduced RAIN PUTS DAMPER
The doctors permitted him to eat
10
a
the
govThe
British
joint resolution for a constitutional
an egg with broth, but
patient Ilerlin, April
for direct election of
was able to take it only with diffi- ernment intends, after the conclusion amendment
ON THE OPENING
and
Gersingle seven year term;
of the Balkan war, to approach
president
culty.
Professor Marchiafava said after many with a definite, proposal to stop Representative Bartholdt one to limit
his morning visit that ne considereJ the naval shipbuilding program for tenure for four years' terms; Repre- SEVERAL OF THE BIG LEAGUE
SCHEDULED FOR
CONTESTS
the unchanged condition as auguring the two countries during the fiscal sentative Neely one to provide populdistrict
States
e ar
United
of
election
to
the
POSTPONED
ARE
TODAY
well for a decided turn to the better. year 1914-1according
Rundschau. Winston Spencer judges every six years.
The only specific apprehension is
New York, April 10. With games
Representative Bartholdt introduced
heart weakness. In all the churches Churchill, first lord of the British adto fix
scheduled in seven cities, major
of Rome this morning special pray- miralty, may pay a personal visit to a resolution for a commission
boundaries of North and South Amer- league baseball got its real start for
ers were offered for the recovery of Berlin with this cbject in view.
ican nations.
the season of 1913 today. Brooklyn
the pope.
introduced a and Philadelphia broke the ice yesterClark
Representative
Dr. Amici, who spent tne sight at
PARADE.
BIG NI.VAL
resolution for a special committee to day in a game advanced from the
the pope's bedside, said this mornApril 10. An internaWashington,
sufficientvarious executive and schedule to provide an opening atrested
the
that
patient
ing
tional parade at the opening of the (investigate
a
Is
now
ly well. His temperature
Panama canal was proposed today legislative committees; Representative traction for Brooklyn's new park.
97.
Austin one to investigate tobacco pool
above
East meets east and west struggles
little
by Representative Copely in a resolutand Representa- with west in both organizations, as
Ky.,
at
Henderson,
Dr. Amici denied moat emphaticalto
to
Wilson
President
authorize
tne ion,
one to investigate prices usual on opening days. In the Nationly .the persistent reports that
invite foreign nations to participate tive Loebuck
paid by the government for elevators. al league Brooklyn is at Philadelphia,
pope is suffering from nephritis, and in such an event.
The president would be authorized Boston at New York and St. Louis at
reiterated that the whoie trouble is. The resolution would direct that
a relapse from his recent attack of the battleship Oregon have the honor to invite foreign nations to partici- Chicago. For the American league,
iiulueuza. The physician declared of heading such a parade, commem-eratinpate in a naval parade at the opening Philadelphia is at Boston, New York
the
pope
week
next
of the Panama canal, by a resolution in Washington, Chicago in Cleveland
that he hopes by
its historic and
introduced b yRepresentative Copley. and Detroit in St. Louis.
will be convalescent.
to
the
dash around the horn
join
A point in the early season play
An entirely contrary opinion, how- American fleet at Santiago during
Representative Flood introduced a
buthose
of
a
some
to
form
government
resolution
is
by
fans in various sections of the.
which
ever,
expressed
the war with Spain. The parade
country will watch with Interest is
immediately surrounding the pope, would start from Hampton Roads and reau of tobacco industry.
who say the situation is grave. They pass through the canal.
Survey and estimate of a ship canal the showing of clubs with new man-- j
between Lakes Erie and Ontario ry agers. Evers In Chicago, Stallings in
assert that an examination made by
route is directed Boston and Miller Huggins in St.
the
a specialist showed the presence of
Mott Louis represent the new managerial
albumen.
of
of
i
Representative
12
icsolutlon
10
to
i
degrees
from
of
You'- A Lincoln memorial highway from blood in the older league which fig-- j
Professor Marchiafava this after.
con-- j
Boston to San Francisco, is proposed ures in today's games. In the Amerinoon
gave confirmation of the
in a bill of Representative Taylor cf can, Frank Chance in New York, Birtinuance of the improvement in thej
New
Ma
that
said
He
Colorado.
mingham in Cleveland and Stovall in
pope's condition.
introduced
Murdock
complications,
that
was
St. Louis are bowing to the public
Representative
only fear
Arc you going to wear your
to- bill for labelling of clothing and texLocally a big day was promised
Unmight arise, more especially through
last year's hat this spring?
mis- aba
Nathe
to
Boston
misbranding
and
making
Giants
and
tiles
the
owing
lack of nourishment,
day for
doubtedly you will get a new outtionals at the Polo grounds. Tesreau
sence of appetite. Effort will be
attracthe
are
fit
and
scanning
Palmer introduced a was the selection for the box for New
Representative
made to administer artificial nourish-- ;
It
end.
tive new styles to that
bill to permit national banks to loan York and Perdue for Boston.
ment.
is time to act. for spring is here.
armoney on real estate to 50 per cent
Eight hundred Polish pilgrims
Now is the time to buy, for
Vatican.
the
to
combined capital and surplus.
Rain Causes Postponement
went
of
rived today and
the supplies of tasteful things
selected RepresentaApril 10. Cleveland-ChicagCleveland,
Progressives
As they were not allowed to see the
in the stores are at their best
rules
for
of
the
Kellv
American
Pennsylvania
piazza
tive
league game postpon- pope they marched around
and freshest. Delay means that
of
In
Representative!
and
place
committee
raln
prayers
In,
ed;
procession, chanting
you' may have to take second
Chandler, who declined to servo.
singing hymns. Many of them wer,
choice and even then may not
cos
Ad.iourned at 1 p. tn. until noon
Chicago, April 10. St.
peasants wearing their national
gft what you desire.
member
were
National
league game postponed; rain.
others
Monday.
but
many
tume,
Shop now and take your pi k
of the old Polish nobility, including
f ilia KtyJi-in liutis, gowns and
10. Tolftdo-MilMilwaukee, April
hark NESS IS ELECTED.
k nje princes.
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things.
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Pacific-Souther-

BUREAU

'

PRESIDENT SHOWS HE IS AS
A FAN AS ANY IN THE
"

Washington, April 10. President
Wilson arranged his business at the
White ouse offices so he could at
tend the opening game here today be
tween the Washington and New York
American league teams and toss the
first ball from his box to Manager
Clouds that
rainfins!ly
broke away, but a cold, raw wind
swept the diamond and grandstand.
Washington's official and social life
was largely represented in the attendance, which was a record one.
The gates were opened, at noon to
meet the rush of ticket holders.
Frank Chance, despite a twisted
ligament in his left leg, insisted on
playing at first in today's game. Griffith had Johnson and Alnsmith ready
as his battery and Chance had chosen
Caldwell and Sweeney.
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OFFICER
REFUSED

FEDERAL COMMANDER

TO YIELD TO LARGE MEXI-CAREBEL FORCE.

DIE

WILL

HE

SAYS

FIRST

CUT OFF HIS HEAD WITH
HIS SWORD BEFORE TAKING TO FLIGHT.

WILL

HE

HOLDS

STILL

BUT

THE INSURRECTOS,

NACO
AIDED

BY

FRESH AMMUNITION,
MAY DISLODGE HIM.

.Naco, Ariz., April 10. "I will cut
off my head with my sword before

surrendering or crossing into tno
United States."
This was the manner in whicli
General Pedro Ojeda expressed tiia
stand today. With his ranks depleted by killed and wounded, he continued defiance of assault from nearly 2,000 state troops lor the third, day
beseiging the Mexican border town
of Naco, opposite this point.
There was some fighting during
the night or early today, the state
troops remaining at some distance.
It is reported here that last night
large quantities pi much needed ammunition was received and that the
attack will be renewed soon. Tne
constitutionalist wounded have been
taken to Cananea, No figures have
been furnished on the attackers'
losses.
"I have 41S men able for duty,"
declared the federal commander today' to Colonel GuLL&yie, commanding the Ninth United States cavalry.
He stated that of an original 5w,
which exceeds previous estimates,
22 were killed, B0 Wounded and 10
captured by American soldiers. General Ojeda, in a note, thanked Colonel Guilfoyle for the care of the federal wounded who are being treated
here. During the night Captain
Medoza, Ojeda's aide, died of
wounds received yesterday. His widow and children are being cared for
,
here.
,
Mi-ria-

ICE WORKS

Peusacola, Fla., April 10. Four men
were killed today by the explosion of
an ammonia boiler at one of the plants
of the Moore Ice works. The plant
Fumes
demolished.
was partially
from the escaping ammonia overcame
several firemen who attempeted to enter the wrecked building.
The force of the explosion shattered windows for half a dozen blocks
around and startled people from their
beds five miles away. Among the
dead were W. II. VanCel, and C. J.
Floyd, engineers.
The boiler contained nearly 2,000
gallons of ammonia.

'

J

THAT OF BRAVE

Tells Mexico to Be Careful.
Washington, April 10. Secretary
Garrison again ordered Brigadier
General Bliss, in command ot tho
KILLING FOUR troops
patrolling the Mexican front-tie- r,
i.o warn Mexican federal and rebel commanders at Naco to direct
ACCIDENT OCCURS their "fire so as not to endanger
DISTRESSING
IN PLANT OF PENSACOLA
American soldiers.

n

Lazalle-Lewisto-

OJEDA'S CONDUCT

TANK EXPLODES

g

j

BIG

COUNTRY

j

SWAN IS POSTMASTER.

'

CHINESE ATTACK BRITONS.
Calcutta, India, April 10. A detachment of Chinese troops today attacked a battalion of police attached
to a British surveying party on the
frontier of Burma. The hillmen in
considerable numbers joined forces
with tlie Chinese.
The British columns repulsed the
attack, but sustained a few casual-- j
ties. Among the wounded was Sir
Charles Bernard, chief commissioner
and head of the surveying party.
COTTON

MEN

AT HEARING.

Dallas, Texas, April 10. Cotton
planters, factors and exporters today
began the presentation of their complaints to representatives of the railway and steamship lines which have
ordered extra rates for under or over
sized bales of cotton. Tomorrow the
transportation men will present their
side of the case. Nearly every cotton exchange in the South is represented at the hearing.

Washington, April' 10. President
Wilson told Representative Koenig of
Maryland today that he would appoint Sherlock Swan postmaster at
Baltimore. Mr. Koenig presented the
name of Colonel Rollins, who also
had the support of Senator John ,W,
Smith. White House callers InterTRIAL AGAIN POSTPONED.
preted the president's statement as
Chicago, April 10. Tho trial of A.
an Indication of recognition of the C.
Frost, et al, charged with attemptMarbury faction in tho Maryland
to refraud the government out of
ing
senatorial fight.
Alaska coal lands, as a pain postponed today because of, tHneus of
TO Rirvivr. RACING
Frnnlc Wahson, ons of
: lw voii ,
- i tn .
a ii a,
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tv i '4 lit f ii ii i r 1.
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tutlve
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WILSON PITCHES
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INDICTED.

AiRE

bank.

n
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Aj.il!

TAKE OVER THE

!
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BANKERS

Cincinnati, April 10. Elmer E.
Gallbreath, former president of the
local Second
National bank, and
Charles H. Davis were indicted today by the federal grand jury which
has been investigating the affairs of
the bank. Gallbreath was indicted
a year ago, but has not yet beeu
tried.
Davis also was formerly president
of the bank. There were 28 counts
in the indictment, 14 charging mis
appropriation of funds, seven false
entries and seven abstraction. All of
the counts were In connection with
the Ford and Johnson Chair
of which DavlB was a member of the board of directors.
The indictments
charge that the
Ford and Johnson company was permitted, without the consent of the
banking association, to overdraw ' to
the amount of $81,716.95.
The affairs of the Second National
bank, the Cincinnati Trust company,
of which George B. Cox was president, and the Ford and Johnson company, it was said, were closely related through their Iward of directors.
Cox, who was recently in the state
courts, in connection with the affairs
of the Trust company, was at one time
a director of the Second National

GOVERNMENT MAY

Tag-lich-

Washington, April 10. A .government bureau to control the trade In
American tobacco la proposed in a
resolution by Representative Floyd,
which would direct Secretary Bryan
to confer with Austria, Italy, France,
arSpain and Japan, with a view to
ranging with the tobacco monopolies
of those countries to secure their
American i'thu'w through a fcovern-

I.

dreams. Her digestive system has
been seriously impaired and she suffers great pain above the appendix.
I do not care to say more about this
feature of the case."

CITY EDtTION

1913.

n

ciples.

I

TO

MISS EMERSON IS ILL.
April 10. Dr. Mansell
London,
Moullin, the well known suffragist
physician, today In discussing the
health of Miss Zelie Emerson, the
American suffragette, said her nervous system is completely shattered.
"She is almost unable to sleep," he
said, "and even when she is sleeping
she does not rest, owing to horrible

10,

I

MUST HAVE NEW BLOOD

TOBACCO

BE GIVEN

Suit

Brings

TELEGRAPH 6ERVICE

WIFREZ

-

Washington, April 10. The international revenue as well as the customs
service may become completely reorganized by Secretary McAdoo. Many
internal revenue collectors have rewhen
signed and others are asking
be
would
appointed.
successors
their
i
The reorganization is likely fo
of
Osborne
II.
W.
as soon as Colonel
commisbecomes
N.
C,
Greensboro,
sioner of Internal revenue. Secretary
McAdoo is studying customs conditions at various ports with the eviandent purpose of pursuing his
nouncement of injecting "new blood"
into the Bervice or displacing officials
not in accord with democratic prin-

AMERICAN

CAN

Maxim

Never Trouble Trouble
Till
Trouble

SECRECY

DECIDES

Z?37y

i

tional congress, providing ror a comprehensive plan for drainage and
flood protection.
Telegrams from public men and
prominent engineers were read. Senator Ransdell of Louisiana urged that HIS "GAG ORDER" IS EXTENDED
the congress endorse a bill providing
TO EVERY DIVISION OF THE
for an annual federal appropriation
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
of $12,000,000 for five years, a total
of 60,000,000, for levee construction
and navigation improvement of the SECRETARY MUST KNOW IT
Mississippi river telow Cape Girardeau, Mo.
NO
UNTIL
HE
INFORMED

I IEAHGS
COMMMITTEE

i
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mi
TO

IS THE

Til jlVIIAT

HER

YOU DON'T HE WILL HAVE
5,598,720,000,000 DESCEND-ENTBY SEPTEMBER.

IF

S

Diseases that have been
traced to the fly, with total
number of deaths from each
in the city of New iork for
an average) of five years end- ing January 1, 1912:
C56
Typhoid fever
Tuberculosis (all kinds) 10,292
6.39S
Cholera infantum
Cerebro-spina- l
meningitis 404
1,S2
Diphtheria
1,028
Scarlet fever
1,408
Bronchitis
3
Smalt pox
In addition to these follow- ing diseases, of which there
are scarcely ever any deaths
in New York city; Bubonic
plague, pellagra, Asiatic chol- era, leprosy, anthrax, conjunc- tivitis, ophthalmia and infan- tile paralysis, the last Is not
classified as such by the city
board of health, but the state
board of health reported 40
such deaths in 1911.
"The house fly costs the
a
United States $350,000,00
year. In other words, he do- people
prives the American
annually of 170,000,000 years
of human life, or 4,000,000
lives of the present average
length." Edward Hatch, Jr.,
chairman of the
committee of the American
Civic association.
'

could live.
Every open garbage can, every bit
of exposed food, every stagnant bit
of water means another nursery and
refuge for the pest. And each individual fly Is the breeding place for

y

y

IS

Thore la usually a certain degree of dread
lu every woman's mind 88 to the protiaiilo
ain, Uistiess and danger of child-birth- .
Hut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
known as Mother's Friend, ail fear 1h bon- h h"d and the period Is one of unbounded,
II
J,
IIUtll'lp;ltion.
:
thiT' Friend Is used externally. It
1:.
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designed to give that long, slim, lithesome appearance to the waist and to reduce the size of the hips
very materially.

THOMSON'S
CORSETS.

The Store that
Sells
WOOLTEX

We have a model for every figure, be

it stout or slender.

1662

CORSETS.

The Home of

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe,

N. M., April 10. James
forest ranger, who has had
charge of the Jemez reserve for several seasons, and who has been in
the service for a number of years, has
resigned his position and will conduct
a meat business at Espanola. He will
be succeeded by J. S. Berthelson, of
Montana, who has been in the service
for some time and who now returns to
duty, after an extended furlough.
John A. Adams, who has had charge
of similar work in other parts of New
Mexico, will start from here on the
15th of this month on a timber cruise
on the Jemez forest. The work, of
course, will be under the supervision
of Supervisor Andrews. For the benefit of the uninitiated it might be well
to state that the timber cruises undertaken by the government are no more
or less than stock taking expeditions,
for the purpose of learning what 's
the condition of timber, how much is
to be found in a certain section, and
like information.
Federal Court Notes
Bscolastico Martinez was sentencod
in the federal court this morning before Judge Pope, on two counts. He
was postmaster at Golden and was
guilty of embezzlement of postoffice
money to the extent of $523.12 which
was made good by his parents. Ho
was also found guilty of having opened two letters that were passing
through the mail, the" letters being
ones that had been written to his
bondsmen to warn them against his
actions. In sentencing him Judge
Pope said that he took in consideration his youth, the fact that his parents bore a good reputation, and that
the culprit was married. He impressed upon the prisoner the fact the
crime of embezzlement wa3 punishable by a servitude of ten years in
the penitentiary. Martinez was sentenced to serve four months in Jail

Lease,

FRANKEL

Suits for Men

SouthSidePiaii

on two counts, and to pay a fine equ.U
to the amount embezzled.

"La-gripp-

THOMSON'S
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Stout women especially will realize the importance of these
features. Reduction is accomplished by the tailoring and
not by the strappings and accessories used in patented reducers.

"CLOVE-FITTiN-

s

Albuquerque, April 10. A sudden
o'clock this aft
halt was called at
ernoon in the district court, witn
Judge M. C. Mechem on the bench,
when the court granted the request
of the defense for a continuance of
two days in order to prepare a proper
answer to an amended complaint sub
mitted by counsel for the plaintiff in
the case of Gross, Kelly & Co., versus Simon and Walter Uibo. The
amended pleading was submitted by
Neill IS. Field, attorney for Gross,
Kelly & Co. Attorney II. B. Jamison,
for the Cibos, said that the amended
complaint was in the nature of a surtime
two,
for
days'
asked
and
prise
iu which to prepare a. defense. Mr.
Field did not object to the coiitlnu-uicJurv
it in the court dismissed U'
until !! o'clock
Haturday iiiorniiiti,
pruiulhliia to return from Horurro ami
fimMi (tin
The Juror v,t j ti rm
liinii'l init i la'Si bbijiit Sl
hii J
llii iiibt.jvi a of y.llli Mlii-niiim
an
tut
! li.ii.iiij
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Many a New Home will Have a Littla
Stinbenm to Bribtrn !t.
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germ-carryin-

CASE

"GLOVE-FITTING- ''

d

Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching joints, back
ache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
curative always. W. S. Skelton, StanIcy, Ind., says: "I would not take
SiDO.no for the relief from kidney trou
ble I received from one single box ot
Folev Kidney Pills." O. G. Srhaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.

Stork and Cupid
taafag Plotters

THOMSON'S

r

anti-in-

nearly as many germs as there are
files in the average nursery.
This year, more than ever before,
the guardians of the city's health
have .planned an effective anti-flCommissioner of Health
campaign.
Lederle's chief helpers are to be boy
scouts, those busy little warriors
against various kinds of social dangers. Hundreds of the lads are now
being instructed in the use of "swatters," fly traps and various anti-flpoisons. From New Jersey comes a
model fly trap .designed by a boy
scout and placed without charge in
meat markets, jrocery stores, fruit
shops and other places where flies
are naturally athaoted. The trap consists of a simple cine of wire gaiue

1.1

tacked to a circular wooden base,
the whole mounted on supports that
raise it about three inches above the
surface on which it is placed. The
lower part of the cone is covered
with black cloth, and the flies, attracted by the poisoned bait that has
been placed inside the cone, enter
from below and trawl upward toward
the light. Any boy can construct this
simple trap himself. Within a few
hours the wire cone will be black
with captured flies, provided it IS
placed anyyhcre near one of the fly
breeding grounds that abound where-eve- r
human beings live close to one
another without taking elaborate precautions against the pest. As for
"swatters," three laths nailed into a
triangle, covered with wire gauze and
pieced out with a lath handle, make
an effective one.. The manufacture
of these devices furnishes an absorbing backyard occupation for any boy
whether he belongs to the boy scout
organization or not. Their use now
and then by every member of tne
family would create a citizen's health
brigade that would mean a substantial saving in human life every year.
g
So serious a menace has the
fly become in several cihave
ties that civic organizations
given their whole time to its extermination.
The little municipality of
Weir, Kansas, Inaugurated an annual
scientifically planned crusade last
year; the Woman's Civic league of
Baltimore put 8,000,000 flies beyond
the power to do harm in the same
summer; Berkeley, California, practically rid itself of flies through an
campaign organized in the
laboratories of the nearby University
of California; the Worcester, Mass.,
city fathers awarded $100 to a boy
who was able to show 95 quart mea
sures full of the corpses of flies he
had killed; and in Cleveland, Ohio,
an annual summer campaign of education is carried on through public
lectures, posters and motion picture
exhibitions of the dangerous habits
of the omnipresent little beast. New
York World.

have Just received the new models of
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Write to: L.idlw' Advisory Dept.,
Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., for Spcctai
book, "Home Trcatmeaf
Instructions, and
for Woawa," sent in plain wrapper, oo rtguut.
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New Corset Models Are Here

ADVICE

Rlvesville, "W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
In a letter from Rlvesville, writes:
Tor three years, I suffered with wo
manly troubles, and had pains In my
I was nervous and
back and side.
could not sleep at night
The doctor could not help me. Ha
aid I would have to be operated on before I could get better. I thought I
would try using Cardui.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am sure Cardui saved my life. 1
w'll never be without Cardui In my
home. I recommend It to my friends."
For fifty years, Cardui has been relieving pain and distress caused by womanly trouble. It will surely help you.
It goes to the. spot reaches the
trouble relieves the symptoms, and
drives away the cause.
If you suffer from any symptoms of
womanly trouble, take Cardui.
Your druggist sells and recommends
It Get a bottle from him today.
noogft

The fly you don't kill in April may
be represented by 5,598,720,000,000
Hies by September 10.
The authority for this statement is
Dr. L. O. Howard, chief of the United
states bureau of entomology.
That Is the heavy toll that every
New Yorker will pay if he stays his
"swatting" hand during the warm
spring days that are already here.
That, multiplied oy a hundred million
or two, is the size of the insect horde
that will swarm up and down Manhattan island every warm day from
now till autumn.
Many of these tiies will be killed
before they are hatched, of course,
for if they were not no other crea-

.

LIFE

Krs. Martin Tells About a Painful
Experience that Might Have
Ended Seriously.

FLY

ing the tile as indicated in the foregoing part of tTis article. Then after the water has been run
through
the tile for a time, trenches can De
dug at right angles to the tile and
FROM
the course of the water can be seen
at a glance. By running the water
for different lengths of time it can
be determined-foeach kind of soil
how long it is necessary to irrigate
with this method and obtain suffiMEMBER OF AGRICULTURAL COL- cient water for the crop. By using
TEACHING
STAFF
LEGE
several lengths of tile and experiWRITES A PAPER.
menting with different spacings it
can also be determined for each type
of soil what is the economical disThe following paper on
which was written by L. F. tance to place each tile. The sys
Bixby of the State Agricultural col tem should be adopted with caution
lege, will be of interest to the farmers and only after tests have been made
with the system in the field in which
of Mora and San Miguel counties:
may be accomplished it Is proposed to irrigate in this man
in two ways; Kither by the use of ner.
In using tile for
the
deep furrows or by the use of tile
made of cement or of burnt clay. The lines of tile should be placed on a
cement tile should be quite poros uniform grade so as to give a uni
and the clay tile should be unglazed. form service to all parts of the field
These tiling should be placed from alike. Only shallow rooted crops
15 to IS inches deep in the ground and should be grown such as are usually
from 12 to 18 feet apart. The sizes found in the average truck garden.
of the tile vary from three to six The system has been successfully
inches, the smaller being the more worked out in Flonua in the truck
common.
One can see at once Uat gardens, but the conditions there are
the expense of putting in such a sys- favorable and the present day prac
tem will be large, and in order to tice is the result of much experimenttnakjp it a paying Investment the ing.
crops grown must be those which
will yield returns large enough to
Recommended tor a Good Reason
C. H. Grant, 230 Waverly St., Peoria,
warrant the expenditure. Using three- inch tile spaced 18 feet apart costs Ills., says: "Backache and congested
kidneys made me suffer intense pains.
$125 per acre in the sandy soils of Was
always tired and floating specks
Sanford, Florida.
bothered me.
Took Foley Kidney
'
In using deep furrow the spacing Pills and saw big improvement after
is from four to six feet and the fur third day. I kept on until entirely
of all trouble and suffering
rows are from eight to ten inches freed
That's why I recommend Foley Kidney
deep. The water is allowed to flow Pills. They cured me." O. G. Sehae-feand Red Cross Drue: Co.
slowly through these furrows allow-i- t
to percolate from the bottom of
MARSHAL IS "CANNED"
the furrow. A stream of 200 gallons
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10. Fol.'ow- per minute will supply from 20 to 30
furrows with sufficient water and the ing the statement made by
furrows may be 800 feet long. This Rafael Gomez that he was "asked" I y
method of irrigating is best adapted Mayor Celso Lopez to resign, quet
to row crops and to orchard irriga tions have been asked around the city
as to the reasons for this action by
tion. It is the most economical metn-oof applying water although the the mayor. In discussing the matter
cost of preparation may exceed that today, Mayor Lopez said:
"I asked Marshal Gomez for his re
required for flooding methods. Those
who are pumping water, however, signation because I deemed him ineffimust take into consideration those cient. I considered that he was
methods of applying water which spending too much time riding around
make for economy. The furrow sys in a buggy with relatives or in loungtem applies water to the soil below ing in his office.
"As to Gomez appearing before the
the surface, thus reducing the losses
by evaporation, it does not affect grand jury as a prosecuting witness
the mulch prepared previous to irri- in the saloon cases 1 told Gomez that
gation. There is much less chance I did not object to his stating to the
of waterlogging the soil and hence grantj jury that the saloons were open
the benefits accruing to the crop are on Sunday. It is evident that the
saloona were open on Sunday for the
much increased.
Before investing any money in til- saloon keepers pleaded guilty to t'.it
purposes one charge. Rut what. I did object to was
ing for
should first investigate the character Gomez s statement that I, the mayor,
of the soil and subsoil in order to had told him to leave the saloons
determine the fitness of the same open an Sunday. I told Gomez that
for
conditions. The con. when he made such a statement he
told a deliberate untruth.
dltions which are favoraole and
"Moreover when I appointed Gomez
for successful
by
no promise made
means of tile are: A soil from two marshal there
to five feet deep underlaid with an him that he was to hold office for a
impervious substrata of clay or hard-pa- year or for any specified time. ThereThe soil should be of a rather fore I felt at liberty to ask his resigporous nature, yet o sufficient dens- nation.
There has been some criticism rf
ity to hold the water. The purpose
of the impervious substrata is to res- the removal of Gomez coming so soon
ervoir the water which is applied after his appearing before the grand
through the tile system and prevent jury, as a witness against the saloon
it from percolating below the root keepers, two of whom are members
feeding area of the crop it is intend- ot the cily council.
It will require more
ed to irrigate.
Heed the Cough that Hangs On
water the first few irrigations than
The seeds of consumption may be
for subsequent ones in order to fill
the cause, and a cough that hangs
the soil just above the impervious on weakens the system.
Foley's Ho
strata. Even though the soil be light ney and Tar Compound checks the
the water will sink at once to tne cough, heals the inflamed membranes
substrata of impervious material and and strengthens the lungs. E. D
Stillmore, Ga., says:
then will spread laterally. If the,re Rountree,
left me a deep seated, hacking,
is no substrata water applied by the painful cough which Foley's Honey
methods is lost to the greater part and Tar completely cured." O. G.
It sinks downward in Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
of the soil.
the loose soils and wastes into the
INDIANS ARE HERE.
substrata, affording the crop little
Alamogordo, N. M., April 10. Two
good.
hundred former lollowers of Geron-imo- ,
There are several factors which are
the Apache, the remnant of the
First, on savage band which used to be the
apt to cause a failure.
system has been designed which is scourge of the southwest, have arknown to be adapteu to deep rooted rived from Fort
Sill, Okla., to mane
crops. Rootlets will enter almost any their home upon the Mescalero resopening that water cau pass througd ervation over the strenuous protest
and as it is necessary to place
of the people of New Mexico and
tile from 15 to 18 inches Senator A. B. Fall of this state. The
below the surface, there are very to
Indians, who were in charge of Macrops, but what will reach the tile,
jor Goode of the United States army,
stop up the openings and even break
brought with them their horses and
the tile. Second, in porous soils with household effects anuv"junk," a tram
good underdrainage the water will of fourteen cars
being required to
most certainly waste dowuward under haul the immigrants.
the tile lines and not spread lateralThese Indians are Chircahua Apaly. Third, in heavy compact solis ches who formerly rtved in Arizona
the water will not spread laterally or
and were removed to Fort Sill and
downward more than three to four
kept as prisoners of war. Crowns
feet before waterlogging the ground of
people, turned out at the various
directly over tne tile.
Fourth, If stations along Hie Rock Island and
close spacing of tiling is resorted to Kl I a so & Southwestern to see
the
the cunt of Hie syKii'iii soon becomes red
men, who appear to b quite
prohibitive.
iijcealil(, In itlelr deniemnor.
It Ih advisable, t
(o nmlte
Initio hluwly uiiil to do soiiik piclJin-iFound a Curt for Rneuniatiam

MRIGitTIO

SAVED

KILL THE

APRIL

Several trespass cases before the
federal court have been disposed of ui
the past few days, as follows:
Kusebio
Gallegos,
sheepherder,
plead guilty of fire trespass on the
Pecos reserve. He left a fire burning
after getting a meal, while in search
of sheep that were straying away.
The result was damage to about 40
acres of timber. Gallegos returned
and fought hard to reduce the flames
the fire finally being subdued. He was
sentenced by Judge Pope, to 60 days
in jail and payment of costs, the jail
sentence being suspended.
W. F. Worthington,
was found
guilty of pasturing goats on the Alamo
reserve. He was given 60 days in jail
and fined $100 and coats, the jail sentence being suspended on payment of
fine and costs.
Manuel Gomez and J. M. Archuleta,
Jr., plead guilty of trespass, having
pastured sheep on the Jemez reserve
without a permit. They were fined
$25 and costs.
In the case of trespass against
Valdez, Metro Atencio and Enco-naciChaves, the latter was dismissed
and the first two named were fined
$100 and costs, for pasturing sheep on
the Jemez reserve without a permit.
State Engineer Notes
Glen A. Gray, district engineer of
the United States geological survey,
in conjunction with the state engineer's office, is getting out a statistical book on the state water supply,
which will show stream flow data for
the years 1911-1in New Mexico. The
book will contain a good deal of valuable information to ranchers and
others.
Civil Engineer W. R. Smythe, who
has charge of the work on the Camino
Real, operating near Elmdorf, has
taken 18 more state convicts there to
do road work.
This makes a force
of over 60 convicts now
working on
that highway. Some seven miles of
the road is completed south of Elmdorf and for the first time the road

is open to automobilists from Socorro
and is now being used by them.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROYiO
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
STRAIGHT

AT IT

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable

physicians, as the damage they will
do is ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and is taken
internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by
F. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials
free.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

Epi-fani- o

consti-bottl-

o

2

Sold by Druugists. Price 75c per

pation.

LOOK TO YOUR PLUMBING
what happens in a house
in which the plumbing Is in poor conditioneverybody in the house is
liable to contract typhoid or some
You know

other fever. The digestive organs perform the same functions in the human
body as the plumbing does for the
house, and they should be kept in first
class condition all the time. If you
have any trouble with your digestion
take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
are certain to get quick relief. For sale
by all dealers.
There Is no use of our "beating
around the bush." We might as weil
out with it first as last. We want
you to try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the next time you have a cough
or cold. There is no reason bo far
as
we can see why you should not do so.
This preparation by its remarkable
cures has gained a world wide reputation, and people everywhere speak
of it in the highest terms of praise, it
Is for sale by all dealers.
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lands early last April and
remain" there until October. During
j tie entire time cot a drop of ra'a
fell, aad it Is carious that all the
f
time we were in that co tin try
we were followed about by
I
c!d NaTaJo medicine woman, who
persisted ia telling the Indians that
j so
long as we stayed there no r&Ia
would come.
"We paid no attention 10 her of
coarse, bat we had to give her a
thought when on the day we broko
camp, within a few hoars after we left
the Indian lands a terrific storm
arose that deluged the whole conn try.
I suppose that tbe old medicine woman is looked upon by her companion
as a supernatural creature."
:

aacie." she retorted. "Ee- -,
"Es tziii me 2 was ti aistar cf rajas-icso reajca cader tia
aieaiSer
tiere
ti "araicwa af "Kjataaegra," sail ti iaa wiy yoe iashcald
aot have been
ataynr aaJieaZj. as ia aegaa daatiag
j icra tiat Etle Hiiseraile
at sicciea.
a
corner aaa
"Tut tcLf ase yaa
a SaCfirctir t ke yoa."back taere ca tie
.'
j
Gs-s-i.er af TTrtgbe praised, waa Uacle ELECTRIC SLEEP THE LATEST
"Ta 5u at:r yaa. atr; ta iaratcr pm. ; "Tie aaiats
answer.
CaaieT
s
I tSsoa-riy a were ia tie jriat&ry t
Preseatly taey drew ap before a big Berlin Scientist Claims to Have Found
ftai?s cf acara
I
Ssrowa stcce maasica aad tie two
Relief for Nerve Disorders In
aaii tia
,
Gay tanes there were tiat
ont ata
Humanity.
waici tia catered.witiia
tie" foar walla cf tiat
"T
ariar tDti
fa aigit
music
as
hctae.
Eaaciag
Electric sleep Is to be the great
acw. Icat c tiai spaiicsia
dtjea, jr .na.--t
i aaa a csaer.
boon cf
a&icr draM; Soctsar."
humanity If
waa
The old hall clock
just strikiag the expectations of Dr. P. Kagel-schmi-.
Cay-r-pjarz. ay
two aa a eiri ia a black sealskin
of the Berlin Fin sea lastitata
i ecat
eaas slowly dewa the stairs. are realized. Some
years ago Doctor
5 She srcp-- d
ai tie Laading aad peered tdac produced sleep ia animals by
one
sioali-eaad seeing to
erer her
continuous electric carrents
Caw Ee
ta a ReaMrrte- - iro-igi
went calck-- a applyingbase
tie
the
to
cf
brain, ttst the curDesr-- t
j
sy fa3r cf
tick tiroazi tie hall aad rents necessary tia
jy
were near tia Ganger
T?re-- r
v. rar part of tie
After
!t, and the claim of Doctor Kagel-scamisae
aDoct
a
cf
seal
is aa improved method, using
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special
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whispered, nam tie
cf tie few! . art relectatf Eait cat aadshedoat
word- a
say
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fed
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the
the current will fiow
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it stl; :n tasta ia
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;
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and
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a weat
is produced quickly
tiat are Ta1. ia feui- - forEetie Batten.
follows in a minute or two
snZlzx sraitijs wtH
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waa speakiag asaia. Eia face !awakening
Sae
s
an.- rtiA stft,.
fha rrronl
cf tie atast Eg-r- tiai are laid fa tie
current not only relieves
ia ti stte recta,
natiag
down
tc
ctast
lArris.
drie
yea
but it has other useful effects,,
wtZ Tw ir.-i.ta
fa fU-rtia miaits. Yoa mast."
a sier-- ; risa. Eggs lias ti kept few towa
overcoming neuralgic pains,,
speedily
went
to
Jarvis stock his head and
j
"
!ar tas kticiea sar-r- e cr ta 117; close tie doer. Iastaatly she held an.d giviag particularly a harmiesa;
Er-- 3
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tUL Tie driver cf
a
Thai
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waa all smilea now.
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electric
it wi heccaia ataaty
aay
sleep
aoticed
she
Oace cat into tie night
to give painless execution of criminal
it Eg-r-a s fm iciira.
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slaughtering of animals.
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t street
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th last ten moctha.
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Post reporter.
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polis, and Bill Friel, who piloted the
Columbus team last season, replaces
Kelley at St. Paul. Bill Hinchman Is
the new manager at Columbus and
Harry Clark Jbas gucceeedd Hugh Duf
fy in Milwaukee.
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PLAN TO FORESTALL FLOODS.
St. Louis, April 10. With hundreds
of delegates present from all parts
of the country, representing state and
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ly in "favor of such an ordinance and
had informed the members of the Wo
man's olub that he would give them
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every assistance in getting It passed.
Other memhers ot the city adminis
tration made similar remarks. The
ordinance wa3 referredto the committee on public health. It U as fol
lows:
An ordinance for the protection of
the public In the matter of the food
...
supply.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Las Vegas, N. M.:
That any one offering for sale any
food, such as fruit,' "bread, meat, paltry, or any article of this nature, must
provide for the same complete pro
tection from flies and other insects,
dust ot Kitamination from any sourcj
failure to sa;p'.y
whatever and
such p'otection shall subject the person so 'tailing fi a fine of not Jjis
that! fiTe', dollar for each offence.
It fbtJ! ba, cousiJercd an offoi se
against this ordinance for any
dealing Ja food stuff to hive- em
i.loyed ia any 'capacity in a pi i "i of
business"1 here gucli articles ar hand
led. any, person suffering frjr.' any

ftt

...Main

2

Main

I

10," 1913.

t

r

oiiiiiiu.iic&Ulejdlsease.
TV's ordinance is to be enforce 1 l y
the pnver city officials.
It wag stated that the ordinance
likely would tie made more specific
and that, restaurants, cafes and boarding houses, where cooked food Is
served, would be included in its provisions. Las Vegas is beginning to

TUi: FLV OltUlXANCE
At the request of the Woman's Club
of I.as Vegas the city council has be- tam the vork of framing an ordinance
s
v Inch bliull afford purchasers of
fooi-jstufi-
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municipal governments, commercial
and improvement bodies, and development and conservation organizations, the third annual ' meeting of
the National Drainage congress open
ed here today. The sessions will continue until Saturday, and during that
time much important action is expected to be taken looking toward
the protection, by levee construction
and other means, of the fife and
health of the people from floods,
storms and tides, and the reclamation
of the 73,000,000 acres of swamp and
overflowed lands in the United States
arid their utilization for agricultural
.
purposes.
Not since the beginning of the
movement looking toward government
aid in a vast scheme of draining the
swamp lands of the country has so
much Interest been taken in the meetings of the drainage congress and
during the three days' session dram-ag- e
and its kindred subje ts, irrigation, forestry and waterways improvement will not only be discussed but
practical Illustrations of what drainage Is doing for various sections of
the country will be given.
Special
attention will be given by the congress to the consideration of plans
designed to prevent a recurrence of
the terrible floods that have devastated the middle west and other parts
of the country this spring.
Among the speakers will be members of congress, governors of states,
government experts in drainage and
reclamation work and representatives
of many commercial organizations
and colonization movements.
Delegates continue to pour into the
city, every train arriving today bringing in scores Interested in the work
of Ihe congress. The attendance at
the initial session was large, and representative. Former Governor David
R. Francis, president of the congress,
occupied the chair. Bishop Tuttle opened the session with prayer and
Governor Major anu Mayor Kreis-mandelivered addresses of
n
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BIG LEAGUE

--

There have been several important
changes in the managements. Only
one such change has taken place in the
American league, but this was a
change of unusual importance. Frank
Chance, one of the most prominent
players of his day and for the past
eight years the successful manager of
the Chicago Nationals, has taken
charge of the New York Americans
and expects to have the Highlanders
finish near the front of the race this
year.
Owner Murphy has engaged Johnny
Evers to pilot the Cubs in place of
Chance. Joe Tinker, the star shortstop of the Cubs for 11 years, has
succeeded Hank O'Day as manager of
the Cincinnati Reds. Miller Huggins
has taken the place of Roger Bresna- han as manager of the St. Louis Cardinals and Bresnahan has gone to the
another
Still
Cubs as a catcher.
of
in
forces
the
managerial
change
the National league is the return of
the veteran George Stallings, who formerly managed teams In Detroit and
New York and last season was in
charge at Buffalo. Stallings has been
signed as manager by the owners of
the Boston club and will endeavor to
put the Braves into the race.
In the National league the opening
games are scheduled as follows:
Brooklyn at Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
at Cincinnati, St. Louis at Chicago
and Boston at New York.
In the opening games in the Ameri
can league Chicago plays at Cleve
land, Detroit at St. Louis, Philadel
at
phia at Boston and New York
Washington.
The schedules of the two big leagues
have been arranged so that there will
be the minimum of conflicting dates.
Each organisation will piay a season
of (154 games and the final contest
in each will he played October 5.
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it may concern that Rosalie Rogers,
the undersigned, was appointed on
the 7th day of April, A. D. 1913, Executrix of the Last Will and Testament of Ellen G. White, deceased,
New York, April 10. In eight lead- and all persons having claims against
ing cities of the country this after- the estate of eaid Ellen G. White,
noon the umpire shouts "Play" and 16 deceased, will present L. same withmajor league baseball clubs begin a in the time prescribed by law.
campaign which, will last until Octo- 24-ber 5. Eight of the teams are fightROSALIE ROGERS,
Executrix.
ing for the National league pennant
and the other eight for the championKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ship of the American league.
Kansas City, Mo., April 10. Cattle,
Everywhere it is being predicted
that this is the greatest season that receipts 2,000, including 250 southerns.
organized baseball has known. For Market 10 to 15 cents higher. Native
weeks the fans have been waiting for steers $7.508.80; southern
steers
the bell to ring. The early reports $6.508; southern cows and heifers
from the training camps, the exhibi- $4. 50 7. 75; native cows and heifers
tion games played on the road and $4. 50 g 8. 25; stockers and feeders
the interleague series have sharpened $8.2o8.25; bulls $3.757.50; calves!
the appetites ot the enthusiasts and $69.25; western steers $7.258.50;
put them on edge in anticipation of western cows $4.507.25.
the start of the pennant races.
Hogs, receipts 6,500. Market steady
There have been few important to strong. Bulk of sales $8.S59.10;
changes in the personnel of the teams heavy f8.S58.95; packers and butsince the close of last season. Impor- chers $8.958.10; lights J8.959.10;
tant trades and deals such as have pigs $7. 75 8. 25.
been common in the past were comMarket
Sheep,
receipts 12,000.
paratively few in number the past steady. Muttons $37.10; Colorado
winter, so that all of the clubs start lambs $7.509.05; range wethers and
the season with practically all of their yearlings $5.507.60; range ewes $5
veteran players answering the roll (ft 6.90.
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SEVERAL CLUBS WILL BE PILOTED THROUGH THE SEASON BY
NEW MANAGERS

'
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April 19 against "Harlem"
Murphy than he has trained
prepared for the fight that
championship from Battling

TO WHOM IT MAY CON.
CERN.
Notice is hereby given to whom

-

t!i-i-

Bisltors to Wolgast's quarters say
that ho is training harder for his bout

NOTICE

LEADERS

assurance that Buch. articles
PROCESSES RATHER
are not contaminated with disease
tersm by flies. In creating such an awaken to the fact that the fly is dan
1 HAN PRODUCTS
ordinance the tits- - council will he but gerous and. .tf city administration, at
following the example of many other the request 'of the- - Woman's club, THIS WILL BE THE CHARACTER
OF EXHIBITS AT THE SAN
city administrations In the big muni- - likely viu pasg BUch ordinance as is
DIEGO FAIR
clpalities of the world. Best medical necessary to abate the fly nuisance.
authorities have passed sentence up-San Diego, Calif., April 10. To say
the fly and Lave declared him to AMERICAN ASSOCIATION STARTS that one has seen an acre of ground
be one cf the greatest menaces to
in 20 minutes is a statement
Milwaukee, Wis., April 10. The um ployed
jmblia health. Consequently many ciit been made in the youth
had
which,
topire's cry of "play ball" resounds
ties are taking steps to rid themselves
of the older feneration would have
midthe
cities
the
of
day through
big
of the little pesL
dle west as well as in numerous other brought either the sanity or veracity
The Las Vegas ordinance should be sections
of the country. While major of the person making it into serious
sufficiently drastic to attain the end league fans are absorbed in the initial question. It would have seemed bedesired. It should provide that the
reason or truth, and out of place
play in their respective circuits, the yond
presence of flies in a place where cohorts of the American Association lieyond the pages of the feats of Ba
food is sold should be considered
ron Munchausen. Todav it will be
opportoday had their
a
with the ordinance
with more or less wonder by
received
in
point
tunity. None, the lcfs.marked
no matter how many screen doors the of interest and enthusiasm the follow- some, but without question as to its
proprietor may be able to point to ers of Torn Chivington's circuit are truth by any. It is a process which
when the inspector comes around.
on the eve of wTiat promises to be will be seen daily at the San Diego,
A campaign of instruction as to how the
1915.
biggest and brightest and best California, exposition, in'
to keep flies out of stores where food of all A. A. seasons.
When President D. C. Collier of the
stuffs are exposed to sale would apColumbus opens in St. Paul, India- San Diego exposition announced to
pear to be as much a necessity as an napolis in Minneapolis, Louisville In the world that the exposition was to
ordinance. There is hardly a dealer Kansas
be one of processes rather than of
City and Toledo In Milwaukee.
In Las Vegas who does not expend
NO LIGHT ON LYNCHING.
It is the first time that the season has products a demonstration of man's
considerable money and energy in ever
it was too far reaching a
evolution
jvest Point, Miss., April 10. That
opened in the west and the artrying to keep flies out of his place rangement is regarded as a most for- statement to be grasped in its entire- no vlight will be thrown on the most
of business. Many a merchant spends tunate
is only now when prepara- spectacular lynching that ever has
phe in view of the fact that ty, and.it
more in unsuccessfully striving . to the citiesat the eastern end of the tions are being made for the partici- taken place in Mississippi is the conbanish flies than it would cost him, circuit are still
feeing the effects of pation of various states and their cfbe- census of opinion here. The report
if he knew how to do it, to keep his the recent floods more, or less. Anof the investigating committee will
industries, that the idea is
be made to Governor Brewer tomorrplace entirely free from the pests.
other innovation in, the schedule this coming apparent.
o
Plowing an acre of ground in 20 ow.; This committee was named by
year is the plan by which the teams
BIG WIRELESS STATION OPENED will travel in a circle. In-- the
minutes
is, of course, something not the governor to ascertain, if possible,
past
New Orleans, La., April 10. The teams
to be considered seriously excepting the names of the men responsible
to
east
the
the
from
moving
largest privately owned wireless sta- w est or vice versa, lost a day in mak- by the use of a traction engine, driv- for the "hanging of Henry Brown, a
tion in the world was formally opened ing the
a large number of plow shares. negro, within the walls of the counlong jump to the Twin Cities, ing
here today. The new station is own- but this
year the clubs are to stop When one considers that the turning ty jail here. The lynching party dug
ed by the United Fruit company and at Milwaukee first, going from here to of a single furrow is the work of a a hole through the outside wall of
was built so the company might keep St. Paul and
Minneapolis and then to span of horses and at least one man, the jail, hanged the negro to a stairIn constant communication with its Kansas
some idea of the power of the modern way and got away without any alarm
City. The mileage will be
steamships plying the Caribbean and increased under the new system, but farm tractor,., turning 20 furrows at being given. In an attempt to escape
the gulf. It is equipped with appara- the club owners expect. to get this once, and. controlled by a single pair the negro had attacked and serioustus sufficiently powerful to reach back in -- ate
ly .wounded the sheriff and 'one' of
hands, is gained.
receipts, by avoiding the of
" Careful estimates and calculations hik deputies.- - Friends of' the officers
I'anama, Rio Janeiro, Lima
and a j
f
of one dav
number of other point in Central! The teams swine into action today' show that were the same work done. are thought to have led the band
that meted out summary punishment
ana somn America wnicn heretofore j with every indication pointing to
in tne same lengin ot tune, Dy a
have not been In direct touch wi.lJhidriled ra.ee. In each of the ei
the to the negro While the investigat
plow must be driven through
es United Statea.
the single 'nS committee's sessions were held in
cities of the circuit the fans have tractor driven
r
would have to he driven through the secret, it is understood that no
ey-- s
towards an eventual
NEW EXPERIENCE FOR CANNON
at the rate of 30 miles an hour. nes could be found who had any
team. The Minneapolis
'
Tuscola, in., jApril 10. Former
am, three times champions, confi- As can well be imagined, such a speed knowledge that would lead to the
leave the most of the soil scat-- j prehension of those guilty.
Congressman Joseph O, Cannon at- - dently expects to cop Its fourth
eridf-the dedication of Douglas
flsf.1 Soveral other te,ams tered about the landscape in anything1
1
nmvft tew court lioum hire. uAui look gool to the critics, however, and but agricultural usefulness.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
10. Considerable
Chicago,
April
nervousness marked wheat today.

Bullish and bearish influences seemed
about equally divided and at the start
V lowthe market was irregular,
er to a like amount higher.
May
opened VaH lower to a shade higher, at 92 to 92, touched
Cables
and eased off to 92
were higher, but this was offset by
expectation of larger worlds' shipdements and limited continental
mand. The close was firm with May
.
a net loss of
at
to
5
May corn opened
to 56
and steadied
higher at 56
within that range. The close was,
weak with May showing a net loss of

This Quick and Easy Way Will Shorten

929i

Year Ironing Day
iron- Without any of the flfudgrery of the
a.
'i
ing; day, an Electric Flat Iron does its wort better,
and more economically. Every housewife will appre.
ciate its conveniencle. whether she does her own ironing
or not. If you live in an electrically lighted home, you
should enjoy all the many benefits of a time, strength
and money-savin- g
Electric Flat Iron.

9192,

,

at

55

Pa

.

oats opened
lower to a
shade higher at 33 to 36 and went
up to 36.
Light run of hogs in the west advanced provisions, prices at the start
showing an upturn of a shade to 10.
May pork opened at $19.75 to $19.80;
lard at $10.90; ribs at $11.20.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 92; July
Septem
ber 90.
Corn, May 55; July
September 57.
Oats, May 4h; July 35; September 34.
Pork, May $19.72; July $19.90;
September $19.70.
Lard, May $10.83;
July $10.85;
,
September $10.85..
Ribs, May. $11.15July $10.92;
September $10.75.
May

--

0

.

An Electric Flat Iron

Saves the Clothes, Too
Smoothly and easily, an. Electric Flat Iron glides over
the clothes no scorching or sticking scarcely any effort to guide its operation. The iron is quickly heated
and stays hot as long as desired no
tramp-inback and forth from ironing board to stove.

90;

foot-tirin- g

g

Las Vejas Light & Power Co.

O

-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New Pork, April 10. Inability to
assimilate free offerings of Pennsylvania depressed the market today in
spite of the stimulus received from
the improvement abroad and buying

Lidht-as-A- ir

'Twon't beIpng now before Old Sol
will be warming things up with his
bright rays. So it's not a bit too early
to start getting comfortable underwear for the Summer days.
Our stock of undergarments of every
sort cotton and lisle is particularly
fine and extensive. All the wanted
weights'are fie re. together with the
many novel conceits for the woman
whois "fussy' abouther underwear.
i

--

Naturally; comfort is the "wanted"
thing in underwear, and we insure it

1.

by purchasing only from manufact-

urers with.an established reputation
velvet-finisfor
garments.
well-fittin-
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You'll find none of the short-enprick'
here,-stuff
no
matter
how
little
ly
you

Amalgamated
.

'

Underwear for
,!Warm Weather

here for foreign accounts. Senti
ment was depressed by the lack of
support for investment stocks and
out
bonds and liquidation brought
'anew in minor specialties.
The Copper shares made a good
showing for a time, reflecting the
turn for the better in the Copper metal industry and the active snecula-tio- r
.n Copper issues brotjd, but later sold off with the remainder of the
list. Bears took advantage of the lower level of prices to cover and the
market turned upward before noon, a
complete recovery being effected.
Ponds were easy.
Early afternoon prices were well
above the closing level of yesterday,
the recovery in Pennsylvania causing
a "b road demand for the general list.
Reading, Amalgamated, Canadian Pa
cific, Lehigh, Brooklyn Transit and
lTnion Pacific rose 1 to
With the completion of the early
drive against prices and subsequent
vigorous recovery, traders stood about
idly, waiting for an indication of the
next move of the market
Trading dwindled lo normal proportions during the latter half of the session but the undertone betrayed considerable firmness.
The last eaieu were as follows:
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Shoes With Sfvle,
Fit and Conifort
Of course if you think shoes
are just shoes, you can get them
anywhere. If you are critical,
however, and descriminate between ordinary shoes and the
kind that really have STYLE,
FIT and COMFORT, you will

PERSONALS'
J. T. Yarnell of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in this city today.
Murray Carleton of Watrous came
ia. last night, for; short visH in the
'
'
city.
VV. F. Cobb .of Albuquerque came
in last night lor & short business visit
in Las Vegas.
Louis Raduli jeft today for Gas
con where he-- will remain for a few
days on business.
C. 51. Biiidi'briUreprWentaing a silk
company of St Louis, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today..
Mr. and Mrs. David Wlnternltx left
last night for TJ&ltlmore where they
will visit for several weeks.
W. p. Ara of Springfield 111, is In
the city for a few days visit and is
stopping at the Troy hotel.
Hilario Lujan drove in from his
ranch near Red River last night for
a short business visit in the city.
Sim Culley and R. K. Odell of Wagon Mound drove In last night from
that place for a visit in the city.
John Pugh and B. p. Robinson of
Wagon Mound drove" in last night in
an automobile (or a few days' visit
'
I
here.
Max Krauee, a well known business
man of Mora; came in this afternoon
from that place for a short business

Ladies' braids made to order at
Taichert's, Phone Vegas 240.
J. J. O'Keefe of Chicago Is in the
city for a few days' visit and is stop
ping at the Plaza hotel.
H.F.Alspaugh of El Paso was a
visitor in the city today and is stop
ping at the Castaneda hotel.
Octaviano Segura left today for his
ranch at Pecos after having been a
business visitor in the city
A." L. Cassidy of Santa Fe came in
this afternoon from the Capitol City
for a few days business visit
Peter Bowland of Mora came in
last night from his home for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Charles Ilfeld left this afternoon for Albuquerque where she will
visit relatives for the next few days.
Miss Margaret Corcoran of Chicago
came in last night for a two month
visit with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Tralnor
of this city.
The ball to be given by the Sisterhood of Congregation Montefiore has
been postponed until Thursday even-
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WOMAN'S CLUB 15
GUEST OF THE
NORMAL
AFTER PROGRAM OF MUSIC AND
ADDRESSES THE BUILDING
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W. Harris. President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice Prtsitient
deofes Romero. Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
.
Ivo W. lively. Assistant Secretary
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. XI. Batehelor, Qemente Padilla, Jose A. Baca,
CecUio Rosenwald. John W. Harris. Geo. E. Morrison. Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix
Esquibel, J. E.' Brown, Bernhardt
'
Appel, George H. Hunker.
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That You Open a Savings Account at this Bank.
John
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OFFICERS AXD DIRECTbllS

members pf the Woman's Club of Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon attended the regular meetcertainly ask for
ing of the organization in the Commercial club rooms and later went
in a body to visit the New Mexico
Normal University.
At the business session the commitSHOES
tee on the cemetery road and walk
project made a report to the effect
Whatever your footwear needs,
that the club how nas sufficient funds
we can supply you.
to complete the task. The report
was
received with mucn satisfaction.
10.
ing, April
Mrs. David Hazels returned
this The Valk is to be of cinders and is
afternoon from Joplin, Mo., where she now being built from the street car
Hoffman & Graiibarlii
has been for the past two weeks visit- line on the boulevard to the Masonic
cemetery. A roadway also is being
ing her parents.
Agaat lot tbe KEW IDEA 10c Pitterm
built. Both will be of great benefit
Mrs.
Keene
Mr.
and
Curtis
of
PHONE MAIN 104
Wis., arrived in the city last to the citizens of Las Vegas. Work
night. Mr. and Mrs. KeenE may lo- on the walk and roadway was begun
several days ago and the contractors
cate in this city.
W. G. Ogle came in this afternoon hope to have it finished by the latTUESDAY IS NAMED
from Raton and other places In the ter part of this week. It was the orig
;
visit
northern part of the state where he inal Idea of the club to build a cement 'walk, but on account of the
AS CLEAN UP DAV Bemhart Levy, representing the
has been on business.
H. Levy Ribbon company of New
Mrs. W. J. Fugate left this after heavy cost this plan was given up.
York, was a business visitor in the noon for Raton where she will be the The club hopes, however, that it will
- "
COUNCIL FIXES A DATE FOR
city today.
guest for a few days of her son, who not be long before it will be able to
GENERAL SCRUBBING UP
C. E. Jones, better known as "Canlay cement on the cinder base.
resides at that place.
The committee on public health reOF THE CITY
dy" Jones, representative of the AusJohn Pinard left this afternoon for
tin Candy, company of Denver, was Kansas Cfty where he will nter a ported, making prominent the fact
Tuesday, April 15, was named as calling on. fhe- - commerclal men of the school and take a course in automo that on both sides of the Gallinas
clean-u- p
river neither city has any systematday tiy the city council at city today. J
bile driving and repairing.
its regular meeting last night Mayor
B. M. WoTford of San Antonio, TexLuis S. Sena returned
last night ic means of disposition of trash and
Taupert informed the council that he as, came In last night from his home from Williams, Ariz., where he had ruuoisn, ana as waste material is a
had caused to he published the ordin- at that place for a short visit in the been employed by the Santa Fe Rail most dangerous breeding ground for
ance covering the powers of the city city.
;
way company for the past several flies and disease germs, the health of
the community is menaced.
to compel property owners to remove
months.
The committe stated it had consultrubbish and other objectionable maMrs. W. Lyman, in company with
terial from their premises. He deher daughter, Myrtle, and son, Gor- ed the respective mayors of both
towns and those officials had agreed
classed it to be his plan to request evdon, left last night for their home in
in a big
to
ery citizen to
haw UN?. 2.
Watrous after having been visitors to give their hearty
clean-u- p
on a specified date. Those
anything the club should do to rid
in the city for the past few weeks.
v. ho do not participate in the cleanT. A. Johnsen, of the firm of J. C. the city of the rubbish menace. Aft
up will be given notice that they must
Johnsen and Son, returned last night er consideration, the club decided
do so at once. If they have not comfrom Arizona where he has been for that the only way to dispose of the
-r:
1 V
plied within five days the city will
the
past week on business. Mr. John-se- trash was to burn it. the home-mad- e
i
LI- proceed to take such steps as are
states that the good roads move- Incinerator was suggested by the
necessary to compel such a cleaning.
ment is fast taking hold in that state committee, and this may be used as
The council agreed to the plan and
and also that business is booming all the method of disposing of the
confirmed the date. It is not believed
over that section of the southwest, trasn and other waste materials. The
the city will be compelled to force
Mrs. A, S. Huey, in company with committee was empowered to take
many persons to clean their premises.
her daughter, Miss Ruth, and son, necessary action.
The ordinance was not published as a
Several other committees were to
Howard, left this afternoon for Puethreat, but merely for the purpose of
blo where they will visit for some have reported, but on account of the
making it clear to the people of the
time and later leave for their home invitation that the plub had received
" '
'"'
city that the mayor and police have
in Chicago.
Miss Virginia Watrous to visit the Normal university, an ad
a legal right to demand a clean-up- .
who has been with Mrs. Huey during journed meeting was called for next
say city officials. Everybody is urgci
such
the month she has been fn the city, Wednesday afternoon, wuen
to make arrangements for the big
also accompanied the family to Chi- committees will be heard. The mem
hers who attended the meeting of the
sweeping, raking and rubbish burnin
cago.
Federation of Woman's clubs in Al
and hauling campaign of next Tues
day.
buquerque some time ago also will
report. When the meeting was disHOUSE PRACTICALLY
missea me ciud memDers went in a
COMMERCIAL CLUB FEED
body to the Normal University, where
RUINED BY VANDALS they were entertained by music and
addresses by members of the faculty
WILL BE HELD TONIGHT
of the school. The first speaker on
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY COR
the program was Miss Anne George
PORATION CAUSES ARREST
of the domestic science department.
FIFTY
BOOSTERS HAVE ASKED
OF MRS. CRUZ LOPEZ.
Miss George spoke on "What the
FOR RESERVATIONS AT THE
Domestic
Science Department
is
TABLE
Yestsrday afternoon City Marshal Worth to Las
Vegas Housewives."
Ben Coles arrested Mrs. Cruz LoShe delivered her remarks in an able
A meeting of the board of direc
pez on the charge of destroying propand
interesting manner and the talk
tors of the Commercial club was held
erty. Mrs. Lopez was apprehended was
thoroughly enjoyed.
last night at the club. Routine busi
upon complaint of George Fleming,
Professor J. C. Baker then addressness was taken up and 12 new mem
who stated that the Green residence,
ed the meeting on "Chctilstry in the
bers were added to the membership
situated opposite the Fred Harvey
and explained household
jKjitchen,"
roll.
This makes the club's enrolldairy and which is under the control
and the testing of food to
ment somewhat over 200 and the pros
of the Investment and Agency com- economy
detect adulteration.
pects for more members are good, acpany, of which Mr. Fleming is mana-- '
Miss Manette A. Myers, head of
to
Stark.
Secretary
cording
ger, had been practically torn down the
department of industrial educa
The meeting was not lengthy on acby vandals. The house is a brick
tion of New Mexico, addressed
count of other engagements for the C ''
Ja
solved once structure and is valued at approxmeeting with a short address on
evening. Tonight at the club rooms
for all by CbI umet. imately 12,000.
i
"The
Growth of Vocational Training,
Dinner" will For daily use in' millions of kitchens has
the second
For the past few months the peoand Its Possibility." Miss Myers said
in
is
that
Dot
falumet
proved
only
highest
will
dinner
served.
be
This
far
lf
ple who reside in that section of the
more important than the last one, as quality but in leavening faiueras well un- city, it is said, have been stealing that in many of the public schools
in results pure to the extreme and
failing
domestic science and other subjects
there are a number of subjects that
wonderfully economical in use. Ask your lumber from the house. The charge of a practical nature had been inwill be discussed that have ne-e- r been grocer. And try. Calumet next bake day. that was brought against Mrs. Lostalled. She explained the need of
brought before the club members. As
pez stated that the window sills and
such a course in Las Vegas' schools.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
was mentioned before, Dr. Frank H. H.
floring had fbeen torn from the house
The Normal building was then visPurs
Roberts, of the Normal University World's
for the use of fire wood by the deFoot! Exposition,
ited by the club members and .they
will be the speaker of the evening. Ghiosso, III.
fendant.
Parts Exposifound the school in first class conPr. Roberts has an interesting sub- tion, Francs.
Marshal Coles discovered the wodition. The domestic science depart'
Merck.
man running from the house with a
ject.
ment especially was found to be in a
There also will be other speakers
sack and upon examining it found
commendable state and much credit
curing the evening and the meeting
pieces of wood that haa been torn is due to Miss
'
George for the excwill
thrown open for discussion affrom the floor. This was thought to ellent-work
that department.
pf
ter the addresses.
be sufficient evidence to convict the
were served the
refreshments
Light
About 50 men have asked for reserwoman.
visitors in the domestic science devations for the dinner, consequently
Mrs. Lopez was brought before
Miss George and a numit will be well attended. All those
Justice D. R. Murray this morning partment by
ber of her students.
who have made preparations to at- and after hearing both sides of the
The entire afternoon was enjoyed
this dinner are requested to be i Ui v
. 't
case the Lopez woman was given the
i
and
the Woman's club doubtless was
prompt and arrive at the Commercial
choice of paying a fine of $10 and
if it ever had any doubtB,
convinced,
club by 6:15 o'clock. The dinner will
the costs or serving 20 days in jail.
Normal
the
that
university is one of
be (served promptly at 6:30 o'clock and
She will be allowed until tomorrow
the
liest institutions in the state and
tbe business of the evening will folmorning in which to raise the money. that its students have excellent conio
(lie last course.
This practice of stealing lumber
ditions uuder which to work.
The
from vacant property is said to have
;re pleased with the
club members
bwoiiw; extensive with some of the
fire protection
The
VW 4m 'l
native people. The officers ay the good
money tbhtjn yt b,iy
Woman's
club of Ias Vcis, though
ifttaft uf
tfjffjttg pwdrft pon t
practice wuat dUjp,
u young orgaiii.Bti;n, ,s
already
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT,
i). will cost tun
Mud
jvftw-- t
iiiui'li tt'M m,i li ti(ti;),(is
y i ijr.;.iii,.v 8 Uryii fcUiil
of
)o :oi,llyl( jU (jO"'l Work.
jfr
rteWtVf'utfi U jut t"tUt0
n.ini-Uj , i : ,:
tj.J in
i),u innuM,
U&l tmik n4 Wtf
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TRAINED IN HOUSEHOLD WORK
German
Institution Teaches Girls
Domestic Service, and Finds Great
Demand for Graduates.
founded
Berlin has
about two years ago by a woman.
The object of the "Sister School," as
it is called, is to train
-iris for domestic service. The students are generally daughters of professional men, and the curriculum
comprises cookery, housework, the
care of children, and needlework.
When application is made for the services of a "sister," the matron, or
rcme other woman connected with
the school, calls upon the applicant,
fcrms an opinion of the "situation,"
and arranges terms. Each "sister"
must be allowed a free afternoon
every week, one Sunday every other
week from four o'clock, and a fortnight's holiday in the year. Six
weeks' notice is required on each part.
The salaries paid range from $7.50
to f 12.50 a month, with, of course,
b.ard and lodging. Sisters wear a
brown uniform, are treated as social
etals, are not required to take
ir.nis with other servants, apd ere addressed as "Sister Marie," "Sister
Hedwig," etc. The demand for their
services is so great that the head of
the Sister school declares that she
could place 500 girls a year, instead of
CO, and similar institutions are about
t
be established in other German
d

towns.

7

MAKE WAREHOUSE OF CHURCH

Lasting Joke.

How long will a good Joke lastt
Who can tell? You have heard that
one about the good sleighing In Canada, and how by putting on a pair of
pajamas and sitting on a cake of. ice
before an open window and ringing a
bell one can get the same effect and
much cheaper. Billy Emerson, the

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA

minstrel, originated that one over
thirty-fiv- e
years ago, and It is one that
has never run down. DeWolf Hopper
began to use It In his curtain speeches
eleven years ago, and ever since, eight
times a week forty weeks a season, he
has used it and it has never failed to
get a laugh. Always there are some
In the audience who never heard it
Hopper figures that with the addition
of a few score times at private functions he has "sprung" the chestnut
8,753 times. It is his one best bet, he
says, and expects to use it as long as
he is in publio life.
$20 Gold Pieces a Quarter Each.
When five boys commenced to sell
$10 and $20 gold pieces on the streets
of North Scranton for 25 cents each,
with the supply apparently unlimited,
curiosity was at once aroused aa to
the source of supply, and the boys were
taken into enstody and given the
"third degree." When searched the
youths' pockets produced over $500 In
gold coin and when questioned they,
admitted that the had fouflda "pot e

The money was buried la a box Jn
the cellar of a house formerly occupied by Peter J. Scanlon, who during

Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. There
soil and water, in conjunction with intelligent labor,
work wonders. Alfalfa, fruits,
garden truck, poultry, and dairy products point the way to
more than a mere Mvln.

COLONIST EXCURSIONS
MARCH 15 lo APRIL 15

.

tig-tut- ,

j
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second-clas- s
Then one-wa-y
tickets from Las Vegas
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
San Diego and to many other
points In California will be
sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines
in connection with the Santa
Fe
Liberal stopover privileges.
Three fast trains dally from
Las
carry tourist
Vegas
Sleepers and free chair cars,
Harvey meals.
. For ticket 8, reservations, in- iorma'on and copy
of "San Joaquin Valley" folder, apply

1913.

his lifetime had the reputation of being a miser. There were $620 In
Sacred Edifice at Brighton, England, 'shiny gold pleoea In the box.,. The
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
Has Been Unfortunate Since
1eys, npne of whom was over eight
""
LAS VEGAS.
Its 'Erection,
jraars of age. thought they were brass
3edal and sold about twenty of them
To serve as a cold storage warefore being arrested. Scranton (Pa.)
house for meat and eggs such is the 'Dispatch to Philadelphia Record.
fate of the beautiful Church of the
their chances for the pennant. GalResurrection at Brighton, England.
"
START RACE- - I N TEXAS
veston opened at Beaumont; Dallas
Built at the expense of the late Rev.
IL D. Wagner for the accommodation.
Austin, Texas, April, 10. The Texas at Waco, Houston at San Antonio and
It Is said, of the poorer members of baseball league opened its season to- Fort Worth at Austin. The schedule
the congregation, and for those who day. The clubs appear eyenly match- calls for a season of 153
games, with
preferred a ritual simpler than that of ed with the managers optimistic about September 7 as the
closing date.
St. Paul's church on West street, this
building first attracted the public attention as the subject of a curious lawsuit Mr. Wagner planned to build a
remarkably tall church, and the own-er-a
of the adjoining property, by
means of a lawsuit, prevented him
On a two story, stone house 6 rooms and bath in good condifrom so doing. Accordingly he caused
2 lots, good location, close in.
tion,
deep excavations to be made, and
thus secured the desired internal
'
height The Church of the Resurrection proved to be a great expense and
On two frame houses on two lots on good residence street
was closed in 1908, being, in the opin;
close in .
ion of the present vicar of St Paul's,
no longer necessary for the purpose for
Set your own value and vewill conwhich It was built. In 1909, after prosider
your offer.
longed opposition on the part of Rev.
E. F. B. Weber, one of the trustees,
&
it was sold. Since then it has stood
empty and in disrepair, until the groMain 40
Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.
tesque tragedy of Its present usage
The Churchman.
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"Get-Togeth-

1

3

Because the advertiser has done something, to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
:" " '
'
,
statements,
He can be trusted because his very business existence, is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

'

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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TI8EMENTS
cents per !!ne eacn insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertla mentt charged
will be booked at space actually est,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-

DORADO

LODGE

For Rent

(

NO.

munication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Win. P. Mills,
H. S Van Petten, Secretary.

try
ning

Monday eve
in
CasUi

Hall.

Vlsltlaj
cord).
ally invited. Caa
Mebachner, Chaa
ellor Commands
Keeper of Record
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO, 2,
SjsfKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Harry Martin,
conclave sec. d Tuea- - and Seal.
a
day in each month at Ma
aonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
KlnkeL B.
Chaa. Tamme.
fourth Thursday evening
month at W. O. W. Hal! Vlsltlaj
Or.
brothers cord'aily invited.
J
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROY
W.
Tbnrnbf
Houf.
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
Secretary.
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
LOCAL TIME CARD
m.
t
at
H.
p.
r.iv
lempie
cj
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
EAST BOUND
Blood, Secretary.
Reg-QluI-

C;

eal

r.

Depart

No. 2.. . 9:10 p.
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
No. 4.. .11:05 p.
8. Meets first and third Fridays
No. 8.. . 2:05 a.
at 7:30 p. m, in Masonic Temple,
No. 10.. . 1:45 p.
Mra. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Ma-

m
m

m
m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p.
p.
a.

Q

o
o
J

;

p.

tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

WEST BOUND
1:45
No. 1... 1:20 p. m
6:15
No. 3... 6:10 a. m
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO No. 7... 4:20 p. m
4:30
OR RENT Two furnished rooms
102 Meea every Monday night at
7:00
No. 9... 6:35 p. m
for light housekeeping; modern exO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
cept heat 801 Lincoln."
Visiting members are
ATTOUNEY8
J. C. Wert,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
HUNKER & HUNKER
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
George H. Hunker Chester A.

FOR RENT Good barn, close In. Call
716 Seventh street. '

Telephone Main

829.

For Sale

p.

a.
p.
p.

Hnl

Attorneys-at-La-

HR

SALE Household
Gil Railroad ave.

furniture. MODERN WOODMEN
New Mexfet
OF AMERICA Las Vegas.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
NEW Acme dress form for sale
on the second and fourth Fridays
Claim.
Mining
cheap. Address W., Optic.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTItT
Also a tract known as La Nina MinCrockett Building.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk,
said
county, beginning FOR SALE Buggy, harness and four
ing Claim in
Main 11
Office Telephone
are
members
Visiting
especially
at the southeast corner of La Pinta
year old gentle driving horse. Call
Main 1U
House Telephone- welcome
invited.
and
cordially
described;
Mining Claim as above
Chaffin Livery Barns.
thence south 3 degrees 50 minutes
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
east 1500 feet to the southeast cor- FOR SALE Our store in town. Stop J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Dentist
B.
O.
I.
B.
of
71
Meets
first
36
mil'
every
ner; thence south
in and see about this if you are In
degrees
of any description
work
Dental
utes west 603 feet to the southwest
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
terested. Perry Onion.
moderate
prices.
8
rooms
of Temple Monteflore at
corner; thence south 3 degrees . 50
1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers axe Room
minutes west 1300 feet to the north FOR SALE Remington typewriter
East Las Vegas, N M.
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
west corner; thence along the south
for sale at a bargain, either cash
Sec
Charles
de71
President;
Greenclay,
end of La Pinta Mining Claim
or on time payments. Owner leav
A CARD
retary.
grees 36 minutes east 600 feet to the
ing town. Address p. O. Box 533.
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
place of beginning.
COUN- if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Also another tract on the Salitoza FOR SALEI Household furniture, new KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
or cold. John
CIL NO. 804. Meeta second and fails to cure your cough
Creek bounded west by land of Juan
Singer sewing machine, at a bar
"I used
states:
Tell,
Wis.,
Bernet,
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Esquibel; on the east and south .y
gain, four tent cottages. All In ex
Honey and Tar Compound for
Foley's
Pioneer building.
land of Dionicio Martinez; and on the
cellent condition. 714 Main Ave.
Visiting mem- five years, and It always gives the
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard best of satisfaction and always cures
north by land of Jose P. Esquibel,
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte day
containing 20 acres, more or less.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Also another tract beginning at a
old chicks, $10 to $12 per hundred,
Co.
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt,
point S02 feet south and 1096 feet
O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
0.
west of the corner of sections 1, 6, 12,
Kan. R. R. 2. Mrs. N. J. Dillon
There is no case on record of a
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
1025 Fourth street, agent.
and 7 in Twp. 15 N. R. 14 E., R. 15
cough, cold or la grippe developing
their hall on Sixth street. All visit into bronchitis, pneumonia or conE. of N. M. P. M. (as established by
ing brethren cordially Invited to at sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Russell B. Rice, county surveyor, in WHITE Wyandotte eggs $1.50 for
tend. F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Compound has been taken. The gen1S93) which is the northeast corner
15, $6.00 for 1000. Old stock 6Cored
V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, uine is in a yellow package. Refuse
Lehman,
of the claim, and running thence
from 90 to 94. William Griggs,
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Cross Drug Co.
M.
N.
south 5 degrees 30 minutes east 4S2
Mound,
Wagon
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
feet to a point for the southeast corCough Medicine for Children
ner of the claim; thence south 71 deToo much care cannot be used in
B.
ELKS
O.
P.
Meeta second and
grees 03 minutes west 574 feet thence
selecting a cough medicine for chilfourth Tuesday evening of each dren. It should be pleasant to take,
south 11 degrees 45 minutes east 267
LOST Collie pup.
Telephone H
month Elks home on Ninth street contain no harmful substance and be
feet; thence south 78 degrees 15 min1037 Seventh street.
Raynolds,
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- most effectual. Chamberlain's Cough
utes west 937 feet to the southwest
Remedy meets these requirements
ers are cordially Invited. P. D.
corner of the claim; thence north 5
and is a favorite with the mothers of
LOST
with
set
Jabot
with
D.
ConW.
gold pin
Exalted Ruler;
degrees 30 minutes west 749 feet to
young children everywhere. For sale
pearls. Return to Mrs. S. B. Davis,
don, Secretary.
the northwest corner; thence north
by all dealers.
506 Columbia.
Jr.,
78
1500
15
east
feet
minutes
degrees,
to the place of beginning.
,
I
Also a tract beginning at a point 362 feet south and 1096 feet west of
862 feet south and 1096 feet west of the corner of sections 1, 12, 6 and 7
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
the corner sections of 1, 12, 6 and 7 of T. 15 N. R. 14 E, R. 15 E., N. M.
5 per 1tf lbs.
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 bs., Each Delivery
of Twp. 15 north range 14 east range P. M.; thence running westerly along
30c per 100 la
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
15 east of N. M. P. M. (as ascertained the line of property known as Min40o per 100 lbs.
200 Iba Each Delivery
50 Ibe. to
as in above described piece) which is ing Claim Martinez No. 2, a distance
50c per US las.
.
Less than 50 Iba. Each Delivery
the northwest corner of the claim, of 10 feet; thence south 29 degrees
and running thence north 71 degrees 25 minutes east 858 feet to the south
03 minutes east 1500 feet to the north- bank of the San Pablo
Creek; thence
east corner; thence 55 degree 30 min- easterly along said south bank of said
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ass
utes east 600 feet to the southeast San Pablo Creek 10 feet;
thence
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
corner; thence south 71 degrees 03 northwesterly on a line parallel to
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
minutes west 833 feet to a point near the second line above described to
the southeast corner of the San Pablo the place of beginning.
Also one 48 horse power engine;
Cemetery; thence north 18 degrees
37 minutes west 119 feet to a point one CO horse
power boiler; one 50
near the north east corner of said horsepower boiler; two sets of rolls;
cemetery; thence south 71 degrees 03 one crusher; certain shafting, tanks,
minutes west 612 feet to a point for pipe and pipe line.
the southwest corner; thence north
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
3 degrees HO minutes west 4S2 feet
Sheriff.
to the place of beginning.
Also a tract beginning at a point
No matter how long you suffered,
south .13 deereps 25 minutes west 441 or what other remedies have failed to
Pills will surely
feet distant from the corner of sec- cure, Foley Kidney
Classified adj. search out the people to whom among all t
are genuinely tonic,
you.
They
help
tion 1 6, 12 and 7 of Twp. 15 N. R. strensrthenlng and curative, build
up
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth moat
14 E., R. 15 E., N. M. P. M. and runthe kidneys and restore their reeular
ning thence iiorth 2 decrees 40 min- action. John Velbert, Foster, Calif.,
That property rou wan 10 ,eU ,B WORTH MOST J) aomeoae
utes west 1! bains to the north west says: "I Buffered many years with
who
reads the ads. In this newspaper and would aever hear el
kidney trouble and could never got re
corner; (hem-.north 87 derrreeg 20 lief until I tried Foley Kidney I'lllf
'
your property unless It were advertised here.
minutes east 11. "0 liains to a point whl' h effected a complete cure," 0. G
in the fenr-- on the west side of the B( hiii'firr and limi Cross Drug Co.
a4a. in this newspaper want (ad
Others, who read and
public road, which ix the northeast
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machine7
ulrifein of any aort, and musical
west
corner; thwo bouIJi tl 0" K'-and furniture, articlos of
PILL
P.IIICIIESTEK
I
fi'iKAi
4.1
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'
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'lift IhiHft; ti,. ,'
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10, 1913.

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE
Notice la hereby given that on October 19th, 1912, in that certain cause
on the docket of the District Court
of San Miguel County, New Mexico,
numbered 7424 and entitled Joseph I
Matt vs. Blake Mining, Milling and
Investment Company the same being
an action for damages for breach of
contract, Judgment was rendered by
said Court in favor of plaintiff and
against defendant for the sum of
$3800.00, with costs of suit and Inter
est at the rate of six per cent per
annum from said date until the 19'h
day of April, 1913, the date of sale
hereinafter set, amounting in all to
the sum of $3927.00, and that execution
was thereafter Issued and levied upon
the property hereinafter described.
Now Therefore this to give public notice that on the 19th day of April, A.
D. 1913, at the south door of the Court
House at Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New Mexico, at the hour of 11
o'clock a. m., for the purpose of realizing said sum of $3927 I shall offer
for sale and sell, at public vendue, to
the highest and best bidder for cash
deall and , s'ngular the following
scribed property
A certain tract of land lying in San
Miguel County aforesaid, and described as follows: Beginning at a point
west
south 18 degrees 45 minutes
four thousand feet distant from the
one mile monument on me wesi
boundary line of the Tecolote Grant
and from said point of beginning,
which is the north and center of La
Pinta Mining Claim,' running north
71 degrees 36 minutes east 300 feet
to the northeast corner; thence south
18 degrees 24 minutes east 1500 feet
to the southeast corner; thence south
71 degrees
36 minutes west 300 feet
to the south and center and continuing on same course 300 feet to the
southwest corner; thence north 18
degrees 24 minutes west 1500 feet
to the northwest
corner; thence
north 71 degrees 36 minutes ea3t 300
feet to the nlace of beginning. Said
pioperty being known as La Pinta
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OLD
Bruges,

TOYED WITH FATE TOO OFTEN

III DEGAY

Snake Charmer Met Death From
Fangs of Reptile Over Whom He
Had Claimed Mastery.

Once Great-

in Belgium,

est Town in World.
Had 200,000 Population Six Centuries
Aqo Was Next to Venice in Commercial Importance Deserted
When Sea Cut Off Town.
At the beginning
of the fourteenth century Bruges was
i city of 200,000 inhabitants. It was
oot only the most important city in
Flanders, but next to Venice the
greatest trade center in the world.
Its harbor was filled with ships, and
Its people were enormously wealthy.
Their homes were filled with every
Their churches and public
luxury.
Bruges, Belgium.

buildings were beautiful, and the
were decorated with precious
gems, beautiful windows and exquisite
carvings.
Art flourished as the town grew
richer, and it produced such painters
as Van Eyck and Hans Memlinc.
Then came an awful blight upon
the city. The zivijn, or chanenl,
which connected Bruges with the sea
became clogged up with sand and
mud. At first it was only the largest ships that could not get past, but
gradually the sand became so high
that it' formed a bank across the
zivijn and Bruges was cut off from
the sea. And with the loss of trade
the town became deserted and fell
Into decay. The people that remained behind became so poor that almshouses had to be stationed throughout the city and it fell upon the
church to support them. Even to
this day out of the 55,000 Inhabitants
It still retains, 11,000 are paupers.
It Is a very sad old town and seems
to be in a dreamy slumber from
which even the gayest sunshine can
not awaken it. Its brilliant glory has
faded, but a mellower beauty is left
that is still more poetic and alluring.
The belfry alone Beems to have
lived through the past, and it rises
high in the market place like an old
mother watching her sleeping children. The belfry is the heart and
soul of Bruges. In olden days a
watchman was stationed here always
to signal the approach of enemies or
the breaking out of Are. '
In the square below the belfry
market Is held, and here everything
can be bought from a piano to a
collar-buttoIn the corner of the
market place Is the famous chapel of
the Holy Blood. In the under part of
the chapel are a number of cold, damp
cells where the people go to pray.
In the upper chapel, which is very
gorgeously decoratetd, the relic of the

'

-

Five hundred snake charmers, sounding weird notes on their pipes, formed
the unusual, yet picturesque, procession that followed to his grave Katcb
Sarak, a man of big renown In his
business, who died In terrible agony
as the result of a cobra bite received
while practicing his profession in the
neighborhood, of Oarden Reach, India
"Guru," or god, he had become dubbed
by the people among whom he lived,
such was his influence over poisonous
reptiles. His services were sought by
a neighbor who had missed
many
fowls from his compound,
Going at
lusk one day, the snake charmer dis- covered a cobra of unusual size
among the birds, so formidable, in
fact, that he postponed his attempt to
capture it until daylight, when he was
successful in securing it. Instead of
despatching the snake at once, he
took it to the local bazaar for the edification of the natives. On attempting
to extract its fangs, the cobra wriggled free and darted at its captor,
who was bitten on three fingers. The
"guru's" supposed god-likqualities
proved of no avail. Consternation
reigned among the crowd as he lay in
awful agony; the news of his plight
npread swiftly through the bazar, and
more than a hundred other snake
charmers scurried to the scene, but all
their efforts, all their devices, their
earnest prayers were of no avail
against the powerful poison. Within
ninety mlnute3 Katch Sarak was dead.
e

PENCIL PROVIDES OWN LIGHT
Boon to Those Whose Business Makes
It Necessary to Write in the Darkness of the Night
An invention that will prove of value
to doctors, detectives, reporters, policemen, or any one, in fact, who has
occasion to write or to take notes In
the dark, is that of a pencil that furnishes its own light as its point passes
along over the surface of the paper.
The idea is simplicity itself. It consists of a pencil that has, in the tube
through which the point for writing
protrudes a small accumulator and an
electric lamp. This little lamp
throws a small disk of light, so
small that it can be hidden by the
Land, yet this light is quite sufficient
to guide the writer in moving the
point of his pencil for the proper
formation of characters.
Notes could be taken at the theater when the house is in darkness,
doctors would find many ues for It,
detectives in hiding could make brief
notes as they proceeded with their
duties, and the very busy reporter
would find a thousand and one uses
for it almost any month in the year.
Although the light Is purposely very
small and weak, yet one might locate
a keyhole or a house number with it

Just Suited.
An extremely mean
was
having some rooms repapered. One
day he went down to his cellar and
discovered a cask of beer was just beginning to turn sour.
"Ah," he thought, "I'll give it to the
workmen upstairs." So he went upstairs aud said:
"Here, you chaps, is a cask of beer
for you."
A few hours later he went to the
place where the men were working.
Nobody said anything about the beer:
so, Anally, not being able to bear it
any longer, he said:
.
"Here, you chaps, what did you
think of that beer?"
One of the men replied:
"Oh, it suited."
"How do you mean, it suited?"
"Well," said the man, "if it had been
any better we shouldn't have had it,
and if it had been any worse we
couldn't have drunk it; so it suited."
inn-keen-

'dfflfc:

mm
Ancient House

In

Bruges.

Holy Blood is kept. Once a year, on
May 2, it is carried through the
streets of Eruges at the head of a
-

great procession and taken to the
Cathedral of St. Sauveur and placed
on the high altar while mass is celebrated. On this day the city is full
of strangers, and it is decorated with
flags, music is played in the streets
and candles burn at every window in
Bruges. At one side of the city, situated on the Minnewater, which was
once the harbor of Bruges, is the
It is an order of nuns.
Beguinage.
These nuns are free to enter the
world at any time they choose.
The people of Bruges live very
much in their own narrow sphere and
let the world wag as it will. They
do not care what, the world is doing
and their daily topics are the scandal
and the gossip of the town. They
gather at the market place each day
to talk over the affairs of Bruges as
If it were the center of the world,
but in the long winter evenings when
the old men and women are gathered around the fire they speak 'to
the children not of Bruges as it is or
might be tomorrow, but of its glorious
past, and of the days when the city
was filled with merchants, dukes and
princes; of the days when boats came
from all over the world into the harbor and the flogs of all nations floated over Bruges.
Spears a Cowfish.
New York. That big herd of cow-fis- h
which grazes In tlio Algae fields
off the cout of Florida, loBt one of
Its fluent members' on Jan. 19, when
lie fiieiinier HaritloKU canw along on
Jiur wy nor'h. Tho kikuimt ran Into
(lie flbll Hlld field it f.i; on bur slmii,
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Federal Girl Sleuth Runs Down
Suspected Bivalves.
Mlsa Ruth C. Greathouse Employed
a an Expert Scientist in the Bac--.
terlological Division of Bureau
of Chemistry at Washington.
I

!

Washington. In the work which is
being done by the government to Insure a supply of absolutely good oysters, a leading part is being taken by
a young woman. Miss Ruth C. Great
house by name, who is kect busv
when the oyster season la at Its

t

' height.
Miss

Greathouse is one of the ex.
pert scientists of the bacteriological
division of the bureau of chemistry in
Washington, and has done some of its
most important work. Under the bacteriological division comes all the inspection of oyBtera and shellfish of all
sorts, as well as the testing of the
milk supply. Oysters may be tested
for disease germs, visually typhoid,
gathered from the waters in which the
oyster beds are located, or they
man be tested to determine their fit
ness for food under the requirements
of the law.
"It all sounds very difficult," she
said one day in speaking of her work,
Vbut it's like a good
many other
things, it isn't half bad when you
know more about it. Wherever it is
possible a man inspector is sent out
with any young woman.
"But naturally it isn't always convenient to send two on one undertaking, so then I go alone. I manage the
small laboratory all right but of
course I cau't the big one. For that,
however, there are always trainmen
or station men, or boatmen or wharf-mesomebody anxious to be nice."
Looking Into those blue eyes and at
the crinkles in her hair one is quite
sure that "somebody is always anxious to b nice."
And having seized the suspected
oysters the laboratory must be set up
promptly. Sometimes it's a vacant
store room, sometimes in a freight
warehouse at the station or on the
wharf, or it may even be on an
old barge that never heard the word

Bcience.
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Of Julian Sandoval, deceased.

ART AND ARISTOCRACY

Sioux falls, S. D. In the Black
Hills of South Dakota, the region included in the hunting grounds of the
sreat and warlike Sioux Indian nation, two huge columnar stones of
very hard pegmatite are apparently
stuck in the rocky apex of a low
mountain, 1,000 feet or so above the
Dakota plains. An old Indian legend
has it that these columns were originally a single rock, the head of the
devil's club or tomahawk.
His Satanic majesty, in crossing over one
lay from the Stony mountains (Rocky
mountains) to the Father of Waters
(the Mississippi river), to get a drink,
rested for a moment with one foot
Dn this mountain and the other on
an adjoining mountain, and feeling

Penobscot Tribe Invites College
Professor to Ceremony.

By CARL CLAY.

It wasn't remarkable that she cared

so much about nobility, or that she Dr. Speck of University of Pennsylknew much about art, for in point of vania Danced With Chief Odd Political System of Maine Warriors
fact she had never seen a nobleman,
and Their Emblematic Flag.
and as for art. It had always been
represented to her by a few columns
Oldtown, Me. To be a specially-iin the newspaper, containing allusions
n

to subjects unfamiliar to her. Then
one day she met the marquis. From
that time her devotion to art and the
aristocracy was remarkable.
A girl friend, a stenographer like
herself, had asked her to visit the
Art institute with her one Wednesday
noon hour. Though she would much
rather have gone to "see about getparticularly hot and thirsty he vi- ting a hat" she had so great an adciously drove his stone tomahawk miration for the friend, who was very
advanced in her views on many subjects, that she followed the friend's
lead rather aimlessly through rooms
filled with pictures of the sea, of animals, cows and horses and lovely women dressed as she had never seen
women of her world dressed.
"And this," said her friend, "is
the old master's room."
The term didn't mean much to her
and she thought the old masters an
odd looking company until suddenly,
away off in a corner, she came face
to face with the marquis.
It was not painted eyes that looked
at her from above the heavy ruff; they
were real eyes and they held a strange
fascination for her. Yet she felt al- si
f tj . " f
'
most ashamed to stare at him and she
wondered
that he did not turn his
,
,
i
J
head away from her plebeian gaze.
There were no more old masters for
.
her in this room after that; she had
met her master and he dominated her.
t
She went often to the Art institute
'
from that time on and she never failed
to pay her respects to the marquis.
Devil's War Club.
It was a romantic experience merely
point down into the top of the moun to stand before him and look into
tain nearest his right hand. The those curious and not altogether kind- tomahawk split a great rock apart,
but being a part of the mountain it
closed together tightly around the
tomahawk and when the devil started
to pull out the weapon, try as he
would, he could not get it loose. In
his angry efforts he broke off the handle, which was made from an immense mountain fir tree, and further
succeeded only in splitting the head
of the tomahawk itself. At this he
left in disgust, and strode on to the

Jit',,!!! '
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Miss Ruth C. Greathouse.
up, everything is ready for

hunt.

the

"bug

When the slippery bivalve has been
vivisected his remains are transferred to the glass plates and the
plates filled up with the seaweed
gelatine, seaweed gelatine being regarded as an especially happy at
mosphere for the growth and prosperity of "bugs."
As testing oysters also contemplates
testing the water from which they
have been brought, if the oysters are
seized at the point of shipment, Miss
Greathouse must promptly visit the
oyster beds and bring back to the laboratory vials of the water in which
the oysters were grown and submit it
to scientific tests.
In the course of a very short time
the embryo "bugs," if any existed in
the oysters, have, grown to husky maturity, arid being discovered under microscope to be ready for the transference they are placed in vials of
alcohol and are sealed.
Later they
will be introduced as evidence when
the case comes up for trial.

St. Louis, Mo. Rev. H. Percy Silver
lacked two bishopric votes of enough
to confirm his appointment as bishop
coadjutor of Kansas, it was announced
by Rev. Daniel S. Tuttle, presiding
bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
church of America, and the diocese
of Kansas maj-- now call the election
null and proceed to a new choice.
The objection of the bishops to Dr.
Silver is said to have been that he
has been divorced from his wife.
Dr. Silver is a former chaplain of
the regular army. For a year he wa3
connected with the cathedral at Omaha.
He is secretary of the seventh
missionary district, with headquarters
at Topeka, Kan.
The Kansas diocese elected him
bishop coadjutor of Kansas, see of
Topeka, and the election was confirmed by the standing committee, but
when the necessary consent of the
bishop was asked, the story that he
had been legally separated from a
wife in Nebraska some years ago pro
voked opposition.
The three months allowed for the
gathering of votes expired recently.
MEN
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The Penobscot inauguration is. the
largest and most important ceremony
of all those of the northern Indian
tribes. It occurs every two years, and
is held on January 1 in the town hall
of the Indian village.. Dr. Speck, in
describing the ceremony, said:
"Early in the afternoon the entirt,
tribe, about 500 in number, assembled
in the town hall. Upon the platform
sat the retiring chief, Horace Nicola;
the newly-electechief, Peter Nicola;
and their respective councils.
The
older men and the officials o'f the tribe
occupied the front seats down on the
floor. The children were seated in
the extreme rear of the building. I
was accorded the honor of sitting witli
the tribal dignitaries on the front
benches. The inauguration consisted
of a speech by the retiring chiTif, welcoming his successor, and a response
by the latter. Then the first handed
the new chief the symbols of the chief
executive's office, which consists of a
peace medal given to the Penobscots
In 1870 by Andrew Jackson. Following this the new chief and his council
were presented to the tribe by his
predecessor. Throughout the entire
seremony there was the greatest dignity, which made it all very Impres-livd

LORENZO

(Seal)

DELGALO,

Clerk of the Probate Court.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Of Josephine Rawlins, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of
San Miguel.

Office of the probate clerk, County

of San Miguel, N.TVI.
To all whom it may concern, greet-

ing:
You are hereby notified that the
19th day of May A. D. 1913, has been
fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the county and state afore-

said, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of said Josephine Kaw.
lins, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and' affixed the
seal of the probate court this 1st day
of April A. D. 1913.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of Probate Court.

(Seal)

ASSESSMENT

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given to all tas- payers in Precinct No. 29 of the
county of San Miguel, that I will be
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. v. and 5 p.
m until the 30th day of April, i913
to receive returns cf all taxable property. Those falling to do so within!
"The inauguration occupied the en- the specified time will be assessed
tire afternoon. In the evening came
me according to section 4035 o
the inaugural dance in the town hall. by
This was the big event of the day. the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen-laof 25 per cent win be Imposed
The whole tribe turned out, dressed
on those who fall to make returns.
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 15,
e.

yt

1913.

MANUEL

A. SANCHEZ.

Assessor
H. D. YOUNG,

Deputy
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SIGN PAINTING

HER. MAN

N. O.

trr

429 GRAND AVE.

PETER P. MACKEL

the Worker.

She Watched

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
She liked the aristocratic
tardwood Finishing, Paper H&nglnx
sparseness of his hair, the noble
length of his nose, and all the trapand Gluing.
pings of his rank, though these alone
EMI mates Cheerfully
Given,
would not account for the strange
Side
Plaza
est
Old Towa
spell he cast over her.
One day upon visiting her marquis
she found a young man with his easel
seated In front of him, evidently bent
Retiring Chief Peter Nikola.
upon making a copy of him. She resented such desecration, but she in their
best. The forepart of the
watched the worker with growing inevening was devoted to the inaugural
terest.
lance, which is a slow, shuffling walk.
"I don't see how you have the courThe chief beats time with a huge
age," she ventured to say to him at rattle and
1 This
sings long chants, the
last.
choruses of which are sung by the
He was a good looking young man
I
with hair as abundant as the marquis' iribe. The more dignified PenobscoU
formed one band of dancers and merewas sparse. He smiled at her.
-- if
"You mean that I am too artistically ly shuffled their feet, but the younger
and boisterous braves and
squaws
impudent?" he asked.
took great delight in stamping loudly
"No, not that. I shouldn't think you
Y
could endure to see him watch you and making all the noise possible. I
and analyze you and sneer at you as danced around with the new chief,
FLOUR
he is always sneering at every one he facing each other, we blowly circled
about the room, keeping time to the
sees."
"Oh, he's harmless," answered the shaking of the rattle.
It s giving
"When this was finished a big feast
you
painter, merrily. Then both grew was
served
and
then
the
upstairs,
silent as another pair of remarkable
i a present for c!o- -I
was
resumed.
But
this time
eyes' began to assume shape and ex- dancing
the American dances were danced and
ing something
pression on the painter's canvas.
She came two or three times a week the music was furnished by an excelyou 'd do any
and in that corner of the master's lent Indian orchestra."
room they made quite a gay company,
way when you
the marquis on the wall, his double HAS DOG, CAT, BIRD PROBLEM
learn how Much
on the easel and the two ardent ad'
mirers of these twin noblemen.-Detler EMPRESS
Kansas City Officer Expected to Keep
It is very easy to tra,iitifer your
Them From Want Investment
FLOUR really is.
admiration of art to toe creator of
of $200.
that art. Therefore, iy the time the
Made by GERpicture on the easel was finished she
Kansas City, Mo. How to invest
MAN
PROCESS
had not only come to believe that
$200 so that it may yield an annuity
the corfy was as fine as the original,
to make life easy for two
ONE COUPON FROM
but to believe that another Peter large enough
two cats and a parrot is a probfMOBPre rt niirv a n
Paul Rubens' had appeared upon the dogs,
lem in finance that is worrying SamFiVE
horizon of art.
STAMPS
uel B. Strother, public administrator.
Now when their friends ask who is The death
BRINGS YOU THE
recently of Mrs. Anna
the subject of the picture that hangs Smith . widow,
SPOON
IT 'S I'
survived by the five
In a prominent place in their small
GENUINE WM. ".
pets, left this problem on the adminliving room the young painter always istrator's hands.
ROGERS & if
Mrs. Smith, lived
replies:
alone and had no relatives in Kansas
SONS' A A r
"He's the gentleman who introduced
STANDARD i
me to my wife, the Marquis Spinola."
The woman's heirs were cotiCed
SILVER
News.
Chicago Daily
that the small amount of money repPLATE
resented the estate. Mr. Strother reBEAUTIFUL
Found the Meat.
ceived word from the heirs asking hirn
The Iiifihpricoof meat was forcibly to una the
FRENCH.
money In complying with
to
tliu
mind of a .Manachu- the request made by Mrs.
fought
grcy r.ir-,- .Smith that
Belts farmer recently wi,;n lie went to lx:r
pets bu cared fur i.fii h;r dutUi.
town iMid liimHit 40 renin v.uiih
lit ' t,il, ll
0 III ili ill I 1.1,1,, H.
',)!.
Mdrktfmanklilp,
li! i"it iii,in
conMirt liij'l
ii. i
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At hu t !,
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aiu,
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Utah Judge Shows Advantages of
Custom of Allowing Doomed Criminals to Commit Suicide.

Salt Lake City. Utah. The method
to be used hereafter in executing criminals in the state of Utah has become
a topic widely discussed since the legislature convened.
The latest idea expressed Is that
condemned criminals be allowed to
take their own lives, after they have
exhausted ( very means to have the
death sentence set aside.
The state law now provides that
condemned criminals be executed
either by shooting or hanging, the
choice to be made by the person to
be executed.
Judge Thomas Marloneaux has is
sued a statement in which he sets
forth the advantages of the Chinese
custom permitting a condemned crim
inal lu commit suicide,

Job for a King.
I'l
Ml

END

vited guest at an Indian inaugural
ceremony, an active participant in the
accompanying festivities, and to dance
an Indian "suey" with the chief of the
tribe was an honor recently conferred
on Dr .Frank G. Speck, professor of
anthropology at the University of
Pennsylvania. During the Christmas
holidays, in response to a special invitation, he attended the biennial inauguration of a new chief of the
Penobscot Indians, who live on Indian
Island, in the Penobscot river, near

State of New Mexico, County of
San MigueL No. 16.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom it may concern, greeting:
You are hereby notified that tha
Sth day of May A. D. 1913, has been
fixed by the honorable probate court
in and for the county and state
aforesaid, as the day to prove the
last will and testament of said Julian
Sandoval, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the probate court this loth,
day of March A. D. 1913.
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Confirmation of Appointment as Coadjutor of Kansas Diocese Defeated
When Marital Tangle Is Revealed.
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10, 1913.

oeiiing up tne laboratory means
opening the big case and taking there
from a gasolene lamp, a jar of a sea
weed product for making a sort of
gelatine used in the work, and a lim
itless number of small flat glass Mississippi.
Since then the split tomahawk has
plates with inch high rims fitting one
within the other. The laboratory set stood as it is today, and the top of the
mountain has ever since been a place
to be shunned by all but the most
daredevil of Indian warriors.
However, it is told that at various times
certain Indian medicine men, not
themselves taking much stock in the
terrors of the region., during periods when their prestige in the
tribes was at a low ebb due-- to their
false prognostications concerning the
outcome of certain battles, have found
a safe refuge iu the darksome shadows of the Devil's War Club.

e

leiili-liiiiV-

WAR

?J"

Safe Sentiments.
Two French orators made excellent
speeches at an American Thanksgiving dinner in Paris and two Americans
made dreary ones. The first American had a message to deliver, which
was that Americans should be upright
in business; and the second American,
a college professor, went to it for the
bigger part of an hour on the necessity of educating children.
When it came another American's
turn he said: "Inasmuch as one of my
distinguished countrymen has impressed on us here tonight the startling truth that honesty is the best policy, and as another distinguished countryman has assured us that eaucation
is a grand little thing for the young,
I can find nothing more to say
except
'God bless our home,' " and he sat FRESH
EGGS AT 27 CENTS
down amid vociferous cheers. Saturday Evening Post.
Philadelphia Women Make Big Slash
in New Food Crusade Are Only
Two Vv'ceks Old.
Lawyer Had No Such Scruples.
A town character who had been in
trouble with the police many times
Philadelphia, Pa. The
was arrested recently on a minor crimleague of this city, which
inal charge. The arresting officer was
brought about a reduction in the
amazed when the fellow appeared In price of storage eggs, began another
police court with a lawyer prepared crusade the other day, placing on sale
to make a defense. Finally his case "strictly fresh eggs" for 27 cents a
dozen.
The eggs, it was said, are
was called and the judg aHkod:
"Prisoner, are you guilty or not "western, southern and nearby, and
none more than two weeks old,"
guilty?"
"Let my lawyer pleud not guilty for
They are nold from seventy-rivsii
me. Judge," was the reply, "I ain't tlons throughout the city. The price
is reduction of about 12 cents from
got tha nerve."
tho previously
nUo.
.
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TRAILS BAD OYSTERS
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SOMETHING REALLY FINE

automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

RIPE OLIVES
AN APPETIZER

'

QUART CANS

Large Ones In, Quart Jars

Ladies'

THE OLD RELIABLE

i

o'clock

DR. AND

Free.To All

PHONE MAIN 379

DELAYS

MAKING

$lhat Will Make
r

WILL CELEBRATE SILVER WEDDING ANNIVERSARY AT THE
PLAZA MONDAY EVENING.

Goods Sent on Approval

The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular meeting this
evening in the W. O. W. hall. All
members are requested to be present.

SUIT

IMS. LMDAU

TO GIVE RECEPTIoN

Liidwig Win. II f eld

COUNCIL

mm

THE SPRING

Call for a Spaldinjj Catalogue

Adv.

STEARNS STORE

9

Business men's class i o'clock,
Something doing all the time.

Bour-- j

Finch's Golden Wedding ye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the Lobby, of course.

WHY; NOT?

mnasium class

?&

STORE

a. m.

!

Spend your vacation at El Porvenir.
Fine trout fishing in season. Telephone Main 20, or Olive 5174.

GALLON CANS

Y. M. C. A.
4

Boys Gym Shirts

Try a dram ot CHd Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

at the

7:13

Everybody is invited to the ball at
the Armory building tonight, Admis- sion ?1 per couple.

WE HAVE THEM IN

i

at

Don't forget the dance at the at- mory building tonight
bon

PINT CANS

lamps

vw CLOTHCPAFT

TOMORROW

Goods

1

the

$

J
I Spalding Sporting

LOCAL NEWS

OF

LEVY

Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Landau have
notified their friends that they Kill
hold a reception Tuesday evening,
April 14, in the Plaza hotel in honor
of the silver anniversary of their mar
riage. Dr. and Mrs. Landau were
united in marriage in London, Eng
land, April 1L 1SSS. All the mem
bers of Congregation Montefiore, of
which Dr. Landau is spirtual director, as well as the friends of Dr.
and Mrs. Landau who are not of that
congregation, are invited to attend,
the reception. Tomorrow evening,
at the regular services of Temple
Montefiore, Dr. Landan will preach
upon the subject of "Woman's Influence." The public is cordially invited to attend the service!!.
rir.
Landau has been in Las Vegas bnt
a short time, but has made a large
number of friends. Mrs. Landau also
is popular in church and society cir- cles.
,
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mm

Go Farthest
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Display
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J. A. Dick, formerly a resident of
Las Vegas, was defeated in TuesWILL WAIT UNTIL THE
day's election for mayor of El Paso
SOR HAS COMPLETED
by C. E. Kelly. Mr. Dick made a
ING VALUATIONS.
Ah&ax
strong fight, but was unable to overcome the democratic majority in El
Attuiujug io me terms oi ine ap
Paso.
propriation ordinance, which was preXLAii
sented at the regular meeting of the
Las Vegas council No. 804 Knights
city council last night, flG,320 will
of Columbus, will hold its regular
be available for the use or the Ciry
meeting tonight in the O. It. C. hall. of Las Vegas
awing the coming 12
The meeting will begin promptly at
months. Eecause pf the fact that
S o'clock.
All members of the coun- there is
still some question as to
cil and visiting knights are invited
what will be the result of the asses
to be present.
sor's work under the new taxation
AND
BABY OUT
FRIEDMANN IS
law, the council will not make the
R. T. Campbell, who was to have
annua levy for city purposes until
undergone an operation for appendi later. The
appropriation ordinance
INVITED TO SPEAK
citis this morning at St. Anthony's was
referred to the finance commitsanitarium, was not operated on on tee.
account of the absence ct his doctors
It makes the following provisions: PROMINENT
We haVe
DENVER
JEWISH
in
from the city. He will undergo the
Interest
J3.000
CLERGYMAN LIKELY WILL
ojieration tomorrow morning.
2.UO0
Light
ADDRESS) NORMAL.
Black, Green. Brown
Water
2,500
naipn Moore, tue boy who was se Parks and library
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
1,250
riously injured on the Black ranch on
and Gray with all
Salaries.
of the New Mexico .Normal .Univer
the mesa this week, is reported to.be
City clerk
has
written to Dr. William Fried- sity,
improving and the chances are good City treasurer
loo mann of Denver, asking him to deimprovements.
that he will recover from his opera200 liver the commencement address
City attorney
at
tion. Ralph was thrown from a horse
450 the big state educational Institution-nex- t
City physician
and fell on his head, making an opera- l.OL'o
City marshal
June. Dr. Roberts is expecting
ation necessary.
900 a favorable
Xigtht police
reply. Dr. iYeidmann is
.
Merchants' police
740 rabbi of one of the
largest Jewish
On account of the large number of
Jailor
720 congregations in Denver
and is an
boys in the junior class at the T. M. Driver
450 eloquent
speaker as well as a thor
C. A., it has become necessary for
iuo ough schoiar. Las Vegas will be forEmergency hospital
Complete Home
Secretary Le Koir to divide the or- Miscellaneous
2,500 tunate, should he accept the invitaganization into "junior" and "intertion, in being given an opportunity to
mediate" sections. The two classes
JiC.UoO hear so distinguished a
lolat
speaker.
combined have about CO members.
Alderman Hays of Uie cumnuUee cn
The Normal also has made arThis is the largest membership that water and
Lskt, announced that the rangements for a series of lectures
this department has ever had. The
Agua Pura company, through, its su- during the summer school trm h
class is also the best trained aggre
Jefierson Raynolds, President
perintendent, Stephen Powers, had Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane of Den
gation that has ever been organized made a
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
proposition to the city for a ver. Mrs. McFarlane has been here
Hallett
-- I
The two classes will new
by the "Y".
S. B.
water contract Xne company's during the past two summers and is
lce rrestaent
meet separately each week and on
H. Erie Hoke Assistant Cashier.
Mr.
offer, stated
Hays, was to furn- a charming woman as well as an in
Saturdays will combine.
ish fire plug service for 53 hydrants teresting speaker. See is a member
at the rate of 0 per hydrant per of the faculty of the
University of
There are some men who hate to
After some discussion, during Denver. Mrs. McfariaB? will
year.
wear collars, but it is doubtful if
speak
which Mayor Taupert explained that upon subjects of
great interest
they would sacrifice their lives to the
city could make another contract
their comfort, as was done by a mule
with the company for water used in
The ticket sale for the dance at
On Bridge street this morning. The
street sprinkling, both contracts to be the
armory tonight has been heavy
owner of the animal brought him to
signed at practically the same time, and a large crowd is
to atthe store of Ludwig William Ilfeld
it was decided to refer the offer of tend the balk Mrs. expected
Simisen will fur
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
and asked the proprietor to fit a col- Mr.
Powers back to the water and
nish the music for this dance and
lar to the beast The mule refused
committee. Alderman Wiegand, it
to be a big social affair.
to be collared and Ilfeld and the light
a member of that committee, is ex- t promises
is given ty the Hebrew
owner attempted to force him to
Ladies
Cafital, I1C0.C00 Surplus, and Un divided Profits $35,000
to return soon from a trip to
Benevolent society.
wear the collar. The mule, which pected
and has expressed a de
had a rope around its neck, pulled California,
sire to read the contract before the
so hard to get away that it was
Our Depositors Receive
council takes action upon it
Every Courtesy and
choked. It fell to the street, strik- city
the
apMayor Taupert announced
Within the Scope of Good Banlinrf.
ing the street car track and breakpointment of John A. Ross as a meming Its neck.
ber of the park commission to tike
the place of Alderman Lorenzen,
In terms t Paid on Time
A. Mennet returned this afternoon
Deposits
whose thrpA vpars' tprm has pxrjirea.
Mex.co where he has been
clerfe
forj The feport of
the past four mouths visiting his son,)
coIlecUons t0 tna amocnt of $35u
who is located in the sister republic!
the month of March.
during
Mr. Mennet states that the revolution
Dr. c. C. Gordon, city physician, re-that lias been raging in that country
EVERYBODY HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
ported that there had been six births
for some time is only in its infancy
the month of March, three beduring
and that it will be some time before
lie
ing males and three females,
the people of .Mexico will be satisfied.
the deaths of seven males
reported
j lie stated
that it was difficult for him and two
females, five being residents
to j He the country when he wished
and four
to i tnrii. ,to the United States and
Police Judge D. R, Murray reported
THERE IS NO LIE ON-TII- E
The finest product of pure
LADEL
there
had been 7 cases heard iu his
'
t
'.
way to get out.
and
fruit
court during the month of March.
sugar put up under
He stated he had collected 77.25 m
the
most
sanitary conditions
THERE IS KG LYE IN THE CAN
FLOOD CONDITIONS SERIOUS.
fines, while the city is liable for
and
10.
Refusal of costs to the amount of $7.25. City
guaranteed free from any
Washington, April
laborers to work on the levee in the 1 Marshal Ben
preservative.
Coles
reported that
vicinity of Memphis has resulted In j tnere nad been 2 arre8ts during the
The brand that stands in a
tne oreaiang or a levee there and
niomn ot Marcn He also reported
UALITY
probably will be responsible for a '
class
by itself.
iderable work done upon the
situation along the lower Mis-- ! etu.el8
siBsippl in the immediate future, in j
''THE EIND THAT IS NOT
MdttaiM Iiavs gaid that the tree,
the opinion of Major Kormoyle.
!
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
-

i-

H.

I. G O N D ON
IS MADE FR.OM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. ( R.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
srsrw

At

l SON

Furnishers

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

m

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

I

J. C. JOHNSEN

le Home of Ilia Best pf Everything Eatabl

FERNDELL
PURE FOOD

Preserves and
Jams

'

When In Need of Bakery Goods

"HUNTS 0

Bread, Rolls. Cookies, Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,
Vanilla Wafers, Doughnuts, Fried Cakes, Cin-
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
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